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Abstract 

This research investigates the feasibility of developing value-added products from lignin in 

nanofibre form for structural and functional applications. Specifically, softwood Kraft lignin 

(SKL) was used as the precursor to fabricate nanofibres via the electrospinning process and then 

converted into carbon nanofibres (CNF). The mechanical properties of SKL nanofibres were 

characterized for structural applications at the nanofibre mat level and the single nanofibre level. 

The electrochemical performance of SKL CNFs was characterized for functional applications at 

the nanofibre mat level. 

This research harnessed different processing methods through hierarchical improvements 

of the mechanical properties of SKL CNF. The mechanical properties of SKL nanofibre mats 

were improved by the reduction of nanofibre diameter through the optimization of 

electrospinning process. The mechanical properties of SKL nanofibres gained an order of 

magnitude improvement through heat treatment processes of thermo-stabilization and 

carbonization. Aligned nanofibre mats were successfully fabricated via the rotating drum method 

resulting in further enhancement of the mechanical properties of SKL CNF. Single-walled 

carbon nanotube (SWNT)-SKL core-shell composite nanofibres were successfully fabricated via 

the emulsion electrospinning process. The mechanical properties of the SWNT/SKL composite 

nanofibres were found to increase as the percent of SWNT increases. 

This research also investigated the mechanical properties translation between SKL single 

nanofibres and their fibre assemblies. The mechanical properties of the SKL single nanofibres 

were characterized and then analyzed by the statistical Weibull distribution. The experimental 

results were in good agreement with the analytical values.  
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A prototype supercapacitor (SC) cell using SKL-based CNF as binder-free electrodes was 

constructed to demonstrate the feasibility of the SKL CNF for functional applications. The 

electrochemical performance of the SC cell was characterized and the energy density and power 

density of the SC cell were found to meet the requirement for commercial products.  

In summary, this research sheds light on our understanding of the mechanism of the 

mechanical properties improvement of SKL CNF, which helps guide the tailoring of the 

mechanical performance of SKL CNF. Moreover, the electrochemical performance of SKL-

based CNFs demonstrated that they are promising candidates as electrode materials for SC and a 

wide range of energy storage devices. 
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Lay Summary 

Taking advantage of the abundant availability and renewable nature of lignin, the goal of 

this research is to investigate the feasibility of developing value-added products from lignin-

based carbon nanofibre (LCNF) for structural composites and functional applications. To assess 

the potential of LCNF for structural applications, the mechanical properties of lignin-based 

nanofibres were characterized at the single nanofibre and the fibre mat level. Using the 

electrospinning method, the effect of molecular order and fibre orientation on the tensile stress-

strain behavior of the LCNF was investigated. The potential of LCNF for functional applications 

was demonstrated by the electrochemical performance characterization of a prototype 

supercapacitor cell. 

This research helps to understand the mechanism of the mechanical properties 

improvement of LCNFs, and to identify determining factors that can be used to enhance their 

mechanical performance. Moreover, the electrochemical performance of LCNF demonstrates 

that they are promising candidates as electrode materials for functional applications. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Motivation 

Canada stands to be a major producer in renewable resources, as it is rich in forest 

resources. Canada possesses 347 million hectares (ha) of forest, representing nearly 9% of the 

world’s forests [1]. The forestry industry in Canada accounts for $60 billion per year, 

contributing 3% of the Gross National Product (GNP) and 8-10% of the Gross Domestic Product 

(GDP) [2]. However, it faces competition with low-cost forest sources from other countries and 

declining demand for products in North American. The industry must change, and the 

development of new and high-value products as a complement to its traditional commodity 

products is one sustainable path for the future. 

Canada’s forests are tremendously abundant sources of biomass, which is a significant 

advantage for Canada in the rapidly burgeoning global “bio-economy” market. This new market 

requires the use of renewable and environmentally-friendly alternatives to replace products 

derived from fossil fuels, and the projected global market size for emerging renewable bio-

products could reach $195 billion [3]. Making good use of these bio-resources from forests could 

also help ease the entire society’s dependence on petro-chemicals and reduce net greenhouse gas 

(GHG) emissions. 

These benefits can come from converting the low-value by-products of traditional forestry 

processes to create new high value-added bio-products ranging from industrial chemicals to 

advanced materials. With its vast forest resources, Canada could become a major exporter of bio-

products. These products have the potential to generate high-value returns and also represent a 

huge economic opportunity for Canada. The development of innovative products and 

technologies from the by-products of traditional forestry processes can not only offer a 

significant path to maximize revenues and profits along the entire forest industry value chain, but 
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can also boost the economic sustainability of the forest industry in Canada. It is the key to 

maintaining Canada’s international competitiveness. 

This research was funded by Canada NSERC Biomaterials and Chemicals Strategic 

Research Network (Lignoworks). The goal of Lignoworks is to generate new knowledge for 

developing innovative and value-added products from lignin. It aims to create technology 

platforms for lignin-based materials and chemicals that can provide alternatives to fossil fuel 

feedstock. At the same time, it will also provide benefits to traditional pulp mills by diversifying the 

range of products portfolio they can offer. 

Lignin is one of the three main components of the plant cell walls and is the second most 

abundant biopolymer on Earth after cellulose [4]. Lignin represents a substantial, low-cost source 

of forest-based raw material that is a major by-product of the pulp- and paper-making processes, 

as well as from cellulosic ethanol production. Kraft pulping is one of the most common pulping 

processes, generating approximately 40 to 50 million tons of Kraft lignin yearly [5]. The process 

uses substantial amounts of chemicals (NaOH and Na2S) to dissolve and separate cellulose from 

the lignin [6–10], which is then concentrated and dried to recover so-called Kraft lignin. Kraft 

lignin is a poly-dispersed, branched, and hydrophobic biopolymer with a molecular mass lower 

than that of native lignin [6]. Owing to the complex structure of lignin macromolecules and their 

key role in the chemical recovery and energy requirements for pulp and paper mills, producing 

products from lignin has been challenging and hence limited. The current market value of lignin 

is low that it is commonly burned as fuel to heat processing plants with a value of ~400 $/ton. 

Less than 2% (w/w) of total estimated lignin is currently being used for commercial products, 

such as dispersants, adhesives and surfactants (Figure 1.1) [10–13]. One of the promising 

potential applications for lignin is the production of advanced materials such as lignin-based 
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carbon fibre (CF), which has an estimated value of 21,000-800,000 $/ton [9]. The low cost of 

lignin and the fact that it is a renewable resource make it an attractive precursor for CF to 

enhance the value of lignin. 

 

 

Figure 1.1: Lignin products and their market price.  

 

CF is one of the most advanced lightweight engineering materials, with high strength, high 

modulus, and excellent electrical and thermal conductivity [8,9,14–18]. CF is used for a variety 

of purposes and is extensively used in carbon fibre reinforcement composites (CFRP) in sports 

equipment, the automotive industry, and the aircraft and aerospace industries. More specific 

applications can be found in energy storage devices, including as electrodes and catalyst 

substrates [8,9,14–19]. Modern CF was developed in the late 1950s, and early researchers made 

use of precursors such as polyacrylonitrile (PAN), petroleum pitch, and rayon [18]. The 

production of CF involves fibre spinning, thermo-stabilization, carbonization, and graphitization. 
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Polymeric materials that have a high carbon content and do not melt during the carbonization 

process, such as lignin, are also considered to be suitable candidates for CF precursors [17].  

The market and the demand for CF have undergone rapid growth in recent years, but the 

cost of CF is still an issue for more widespread applications [19]. Low-cost and high carbon 

content precursors such as polyethylene or poly-acrylic fibre are also used in CFs, but they are still 

petroleum-based materials. To develop a low-cost CF for the automotive sector, the aim is to reach a 

manufacturing cost between $10 and $15/kg [13]. Currently, the manufacturing cost of commercial 

grade PAN-based CF is approximately $20/kg or higher, and the precursor cost is over 50%. With 

the precursor cost as low as $400/ton, the manufacturing cost of lignin-based CF could be reduced to 

less than $10/kg [8,9,13–15]. Figure 1.2 illustrates the cost of manufacturing PAN-based CF 

compared to the estimated cost for lignin-based CF. 

 

  

Figure 1.2: Comparison of the manufacturing cost of (a) polyacrylonitrile-based carbon fibre 

and (b) lignin-based carbon fibre. 

 

The anticipated demand for CF in the automotive industry provides a great incentive for 

the development of lignin-based CF. However, adapting lignin-based CF for automotive 
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applications is hindered by the insufficient mechanical properties of lignin-based CF compared 

to PAN- and pitch-based CFs. The strength and Young’s modulus requirements of CF for 

automotive structural applications are 1.72 GPa and 172 GPa, respectively [13]. An examination 

of the CF performance map (Figure 1.3) shows that the strength of typical lignin-based CF is in 

the range of 300 to 700 MPa, which is only approximately one-tenth of the commercial PAN-

based CF strength (3-7 GPa). This poses a significant challenge to the application of lignin-based 

CF.   

 

 

Figure 1.3: Mechanical performance map of carbon fibres (CF) with different precursors. 

 

To address the issue of the low mechanical properties of lignin CF, considerable efforts 

have been devoted to exploring strategies to improve the strength and modulus of lignin CF. It is 

well known that the tensile strength of fibres increases with decreasing fibre diameter due to the 
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reduction of the number and size of defects and the enhancement of molecular orientation along 

the fibre axis [20]. It is difficult to reduce the diameter of lignin fibre via traditional spinning 

methods, but there exists several modern methods for producing nano-sized fibres. Among these 

methods, the electrospinning technique is the most popular process being used to produce lignin-

based carbon nanofibres (CNF). Due to its other superior and unique properties such as high 

surface area and high aspect ratio, CNF is also suitable for many functional applications, such as 

electrodes for energy storage devices.   

Batteries and supercapacitors (SC) are ubiquitous in personal electronics and in a myriad 

of other daily applications. SCs are an emerging energy storage technology that provides higher 

power density, but relatively lower energy density, compared to traditional chemical batteries. 

Other key characteristics of SCs include the ability for fast charge-discharge rates, long lifetime 

cycles, and stable operation at various temperatures. SCs can fill the gap between capacitors and 

batteries (Figure 1.4), and these properties make SCs suitable for applications that require 

instantaneous power [21]. Current applications of SCs include portable electronics, power 

backups, LED signs, medical devices, and transportation uses. SCs can also be combined with 

batteries to make hybrid devices with higher power density and longer life cycles. The electric 

double-layer capacitor (EDLC) is the major form of SC manufacturing and has seen increasing 

demand. Areas of growth for the SC market include wind turbine power generators, grid-

connected solutions, and the electric vehicles market. According to market research, the global 

SC market size was $400 million in 2015. This market is expected to have an 18% growth rate to 

reach annual revenues of $836 million in 2018 and $6 billion in 2024. The EDLC market will 

grow even faster, with expectations of 30% growth from 2018-2024 [22]. 
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Figure 1.4: Ragone plot of the power density against energy density for various energy storage 

devices.  

 

Activated carbon powders are widely used to fabricate carbon electrodes for SC, and other 

types of carbon-based materials such as carbon aerogels and carbon nanotubes (CNT) have also 

been developed [23]. Lignin-based CNF is a suitable candidate material because of its high 

surface area and low production cost. Moreover, it can be used as binder-free and free-standing 

electrodes for SC with low resistivity, whereas other materials require additional adhesive 

binding agents that result in higher internal resistance [24].  

This thesis aims to develop methods to prepare lignin-based electrospun CNFs and to 

assess the mechanical properties of these CNFs for structural applications, as well as assessing 

their suitability for energy storage devices in the form of SCs for functional applications. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

 

2.1 Lignin Structure and Chemistry  

Lignin is one of the three major constituents of plant cell walls. It occurs at higher 

concentrations in the cell walls of woody plants such as softwood and hardwood trees [7,25]. It is 

a high molecular weight aromatic-containing polymer possessing a random, three-dimensional, 

and heterogeneous structure [9,10,13,15]. Lignin composition and structure can vary among 

plant species and the processes required to extract it. In softwood species, lignin represents 

approximately 30% of the total plant mass, whereas in hardwoods, lignin comprises 20-25% 

[25]. Plant lignin is synthesized via the peroxidase-mediated dehydrogenation of three types of 

phenyl propane monomers (monolignols), followed by the formation of carbon-carbon and aryl-

ether linkages at random through radical-coupling reactions between phenolic radicals [8,25]. 

Figure 2.1 shows the three classifications of monolignols: guaiacyl, syringyl, and 4-hydroxyl-

phenyl propane structures [8]. 

 

Figure 2.1: Lignin biosynthesis precursors: (a) p-Coumaryl alcohol (4-hydroxyl-phenyl 

propane); (b) coniferyl alcohol (guaiacyl); and (c) sinapyl alcohol (syringyl). 
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Several types of C–O and C–C inter-unit linkages occur in lignin, giving rise to its 

heterogeneous, 3-D structure [25]. No known method can isolate lignin from plants in an 

unaltered, native state [26]. Chemical processes include alkaline, acidic, and organic solvent 

processing, whereas physical processes involve “steam-exploding” lignin [27]. Both approaches 

result in the fragmentation and degradation of native lignin structures [7,9]. The treatment 

process can affect the resulting average molecular weight, functional groups present, degree of 

condensation, types of inter-unit linkages, and types and ratios of monomeric units [7,10,13–15].  

 

2.2 Lignin-Based Carbon Fibres 

Lignin-based CF has several advantages over PAN and pitch-based CFs, such as lower 

cost and higher carbon content. The high oxygen content of lignin will likely require shorter 

stabilization time than other precursors.  The various hydroxyl and ether groups will help cross-

linking to occur within lignin CF. One major challenge that remains, however, is the complex 

and variable molecular structure of lignin that differs among tree species [6,10,13,19,28].  

Several studies have been conducted concerning the production of lignin-based CF, and 

the results and mechanical properties are summarized in Table 2.1. One of the earliest studies of 

lignin-based CF dates back to 1969, when Otani et al. [29] used thiolignin, alkali lignin, and 

lignosulphonates as precursors, with the carbonization temperature between 600 and 1000 °C. 

The resultant CF had a tensile strength of ~300 MPa. Mansmann et al. [30] also manufactured 

CF from lignosulphonates, with the addition of small amounts of poly-(ethylene oxide) (PEO) or 

acrylic acid-acrylamide (AAc-AAm) copolymers. The tensile strength and Young’s modulus of 

the resultant lignin CF were 600-800 MPa and 33 GPa, respectively. The first commercial lignin-

based CF pioneer plant was then developed in 1970s by Nippon Kayaku Co. to make a product 
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called “Kayacarbon” [31]. This CF was also made from lignosulphonate with polyvinyl alcohol 

(PVA) as a plasticizer; however, the CF had microvoids and a lack of homogeneity between 

crystalline planes [32,33]. Thus, it was abandoned because of its low tensile strength (~200 MPa) 

and low modulus (27 GPa) caused by flaws. 

Afterwards, several research groups attempted to improve the mechanical properties of 

lignin-based CF by applying different pre-treatment methods for lignin precursors. Sudo et al. 

applied a steam-explosion method to extract hardwood lignin and then convert it into CF. The 

fibre diameter of this CF was relatively fine (7.6 µm), and its tensile strength (660 MPa) and 

Young’s modulus (40.7 GPa) were improved; however, the CF yield was only 20.7% [34]. To 

increase yield, phenolation was used to modify the lignin structure. As a result, the yield was 

increased to 40-49%, but the tensile strength and Young’s modulus were reduced to 460 MPa 

and 32.5 GPa, respectively [35]. Softwood lignin from an acetic acid-based pulping extraction 

process was also used in an attempt to make CF, but the tensile strength (0.150 MPa) and 

Young’s modulus (19.5 GPa) were lower than those obtained using other methods [36].  

The studies reviewed above all required a complicated process for lignin treatment, and 

therefore the proposed processes were unsuitable for commercial lignin-based CF 

manufacturing. Several groups have investigated the production of CF directly from lignin by 

improving the spinn-ability of lignin fibres and their conversion to CF. Kadla et al. [28] first 

reported melt-spun CF from commercialized hardwood kraft lignin (HKL) by blending it with 

PEO. In this process, HKL did not require modification, but had to be purified or desalted by 

washing with distilled water and HCl. When PEO was added in a range of 3-5% (w/w), the 

lignin-PEO blends could be melt-spun into fibre. The resulting HKL CF had a 40-46% yield with 

a diameter of 31-63 µm, and the tensile strength and modulus were 400-550 MPa and 30-60 GPa, 
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respectively. The tensile strength was found to increase with decreasing fibre diameter. 

Subsequent elaboration of this method involved blending HKL with either poly-(ethylene 

terephthalate) (PET) or polypropylene to enhance its spinnability and chain flexibility, resulting 

in reduction of the fibre’s brittleness [37]. In particular, the mechanical properties of the resultant 

CF were enhanced by blending with PET. A HKL:PET (3:1) ratio CF had a diameter of 31 µm 

and considerably higher tensile strength (~3-fold, 660 MPa) than that of Kayacarbon.  

Other CF manufacturing methods used a more purified form of lignin (Alcell lignin), but 

the use of Alcell lignin did not significantly improved CF strength (520 MPa) [13]. In addition, a 

thermal pre-treatment did improve tensile strength (710 MPa), but this pre-treatment required a 

very slow heating rate. Baker demonstrated that purified HKL could be melt-spun into fibre and 

then thermo-stabilized at a low temperature in a relatively cost-effective manner [13]. Softwood 

Kraft lignin (SKL) can also be melt-spun into fibre by blending it with plasticizers or HKL. The 

resulting CF had a diameter of 10 µm, the tensile strength of 1.1 GPa, and a yield approaching 

50%. Heat stretching during the thermal treatment was expected to lead to further improvements 

in the mechanical properties of SKL CF [38]. Lignin has also been blended with PAN to make 

CF. Zoltek and Weyerhaeuser developed a pilot-scale PAN/lignin CF containing up to 45 wt % 

of lignin. The reported PAN/lignin (65/35 w/w) CF strength could reach 1.68 GPa, with a 

Young’s modulus of 201 GPa, which reaches the U.S. Department of Energy’s automotive 

targets [38]. 

In summary, lignin-based CF typically have larger diameters and relatively low tensile 

strength and modulus than PAN- and pitch-based CFs. The strength of lignin-based CF is 

approximately one-tenth that of commercial PAN-based CF (3-7 GPa), and the highest strength 

of pure lignin-based CF achieved to date is 1.1 GPa [38]. According to previous research, the 
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mechanical properties of lignin-based CFs are dependent upon the source and properties of the 

lignin, including lignin monomer proportions, molecular weight, degree of branching, functional 

groups, and purity. Moreover, non-lignin impurities or constituents incorporated during lignin 

processing are also important [13,15,28,39]. To manufacture CFs with greater strength, it is clear 

that lignin should be pre-processed and purified. Furthermore, the lignin should have a narrow 

molecular weight distribution to ensure uniform increases in molecular weight throughout the 

material during oxidative thermo-stabilization, to provide for a more uniform structure during 

carbonization. Softwood lignin has a better potential than hardwood lignin for CF production 

because of its higher alkoxy and carbon content; however, softwood lignin requires greater 

modification because of its higher degree of branching [8,13,28,36,37,40–42].  

It is proposed to produce nanofibres from lignin via electrospinning process to address the 

issue of low mechanical properties of lignin-based CF. By reducing the fibre diameter down to 

the nanoscale size, the probability of the structural flaws and defects will be reduced to improve 

the mechanical properties.  
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Table 2.1: Mechanical properties of previously-synthesized lignin-based carbon fibre.  

HW = hardwood, HAc = acetic acid, PEO = poly-(ethylene oxide), PET = poly-(ethylene 

terephthalate), PP = polypropylene, HKL = hardwood kraft lignin. 

Lignin type Fibre diameter 

(µm) 

Tensile Strength 

(MPa) 

Young’s Modulus 

(GPa) 

Elongation  

of Break  

(%) 

Reference 

lignosuphofonates X 300 X X [43] 

Kayacarbon X 250 27.0 1.0 [31] 

Steam explosion  

HW lignin 

7.6±2.7 660±230 40.7±6.3 1.63±0.29 [34] 

Steam explosion 

phenolated HW lignin 

X 455 32.5 1.4 [35] 

HW lignin 

HAc pulping 

14±1.0 355±3.1 39.1±13.3 0.98±0.25 [40]  

Softwood lignin 

HAc pulping 

84±15 26.4±3.1 3.59±0.43 0.71±0.14 [41] 

HW Alcell lignin 31±3 388±123 40.0±14 1.00±0.23 [28] 

HW lignin 46±8 422±80 40±11 1.12±0.22 [28] 

Lignin-PEO (97:3) 34±4 448±70 51±13 0.92±0.21 [15] 

Lignin-PEO (95:5) 46±3 396±47 38±5 1.06±0.14 [15] 

Lignin X 422 39.6 1.07 [36] 

Lignin-PET X 511 66.3 0.77 [36] 

Lignin-PP X 113 22.8 0.50 [36] 

Lignin-PET (95:5) 31 ± 5 669 84 1.10 [37] 

Purified organic HKL 
 

11 520 28.6 X [38] 

Alcell HKL X 1100 69-83 X [38] 
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2.3 Electrospinning  

In this research, the electrospinning process is selected for the fabrication of lignin-based 

nanofibre. Electrospinning is a cost-effective method of producing submicron fibres. It uses 

electrostatic force to generate ultra-fine fibres, and has been refined since its invention in the 

1930s  [44]. Figure 2.2 shows a typical electrospinning set-up: a polymer solution is placed in a 

syringe with a metal tip that is charged with high voltage, and an electric field is generated 

between the metallic collector and the needle tip. A uniform jet of polymer forms when the 

voltage reaches a critical value and overcomes the surface tension of the deformed droplet (the 

Taylor Cone) of the polymer solution [45]. The jet diameter can be modified via electrically 

induced bending instability, which results in hyper stretching and rapid evaporation of the 

solvent [46]. Random (non-woven) fibrous mats can accumulate on the collector surface [47], or 

aligned fibrous mats can be produced through proper control of the electrodes and the use of 

rotating drums [48].  

 

Figure 2.2: Electrospinning set-up for producing submicron fibres. 
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There are many processing parameters can influence the spinnability and physical 

properties of electrospun nanofibres [48–50]. In spinning lignin CNFs, the main objective is to 

reduce the fibre diameter to increase tensile strength. According to Rutledge et al. [49], the 

diameter of electrospun fibres can be controlled by adjusting certain process parameters and is 

governed by the following equation: 

 

d = γε Q
!

!!
!

π !"#!!!

!
!
                (2-1) 

 

Where d is the fibre diameter, γ is the surface tension, ε is the dielectric constant of the 

solution, Q is the flow rate, I is the current carried by the fibre, and X is the ratio of the initial jet 

length to the nozzle diameter. 

The quantitative study and optimization of nanofibre diameter through the electrospinning 

process can be performed using response surface methodology (RSM). A fully factorial 

experimental design and polynomial regression analysis can be applied to establish the 

relationship between nanofibre diameter and different variables, such as solution concentration 

and applied voltage [51].  

 

2.4 Electrospun Carbon Nanofibres 

Electrospun nanofibres can be converted into carbon nanofibres (CNF), giving rise to 

unique mechanical and electrical properties. The typical process of preparing CNFs involves 
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electrospinning, followed by subsequent heating steps for thermo-stabilization and carbonization 

[52,53]. After spinning, the as-spun nanofibre is then heated under tension at 200-300 °C in an 

oxygenated atmosphere for thermo-stabilization. Thermo-stabilization causes cross-linking of the 

fibre surface to prevent the fibre from melting or fusing at higher carbonization temperatures. 

Carbonization involves further heating of the fibre at 1000-2000 °C in an inert atmosphere [9,16–

19]. Graphitization, at 3000 °C, can be used to attain further increases in tensile modulus, 

electrical conductivity, and thermal conductivity of CNFs [54]. 

Potential applications of electrospun CNFs include supercapacitors, filters, catalyst 

supports for rechargeable batteries, and the reinforcement of nanocomposites [55]. The 

mechanical properties of electrospun CNFs have been assessed [52,53,56–59], and because PAN 

is the dominant precursor for CF, the majority of CNF research has been devoted to PAN.  

Most electrospun PAN-based CNFs do not demonstrate such high tensile strength and 

modulus. Zussman et al. [60] reported that single PAN CNFs had tensile strength between 0.4-

0.9 GPa and Young’s modulus of 63 ± 7 GPa. Zhou et al. produced PAN nanofibre bundles with 

0.3-0.6 GPa strength and 40-60 GPa Young’s modulus [53], approximately six times lower than 

those of microscale CFs. Stronger PAN-based CNFs were manufactured by optimizing the 

thermo-stabilization and carbonization processes to produce smooth surface CNFs with 

homogeneous nanofibre cross-sections [61]. The single CNF tensile testing using micro-electro-

mechanical systems (MEMS) showed that the tensile strength reached 3.52 GPa with a 1400 °C 

carbonization temperature, whereas the elastic modulus increased monotonically until 1700 °C 

(max: 172 GPa) [61]. This method produced CNFs with tensile strength and modulus three to six 

times higher than previously reported. Chae et al. [62] developed a CNF bundle with tensile 

strength and modulus of 3.2 GPa and 337 GPa, respectively. They also electrospun a CNT 
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reinforced composite CNF with tensile strength and modulus of 4.5 GPa and 463 GPa, 

respectively [59]. 

For lignin-based electrospun CNFs, several different kinds of technical lignins have been 

used as precursors. Ruiz-Rosas et al. [63] were the first to report the manufacture of CNF using 

organosolv lignin (Alcell). By dissolving it in ethanol at 1:1 w/w, this lignin could be coaxially 

electrospun, producing nanofibres with diameters in the range of 400 nm. The research further 

converted the nanofibre into CNF with a 200 nm diameter and a surface area up to 1200 m2 g-1 

(BET, N2). The heating rate of thermo-stabilization in this process was slow (0.25 °C min-1), 

however, and the CNF yield was relatively low (31.6%). Experimentation with seven technical 

lignins, including SKL, and the addition of PEO demonstrated that the fibre spinnability and 

uniformity could be improved [39]. After converting to CNF, the diameter of SKL CNF was 635 

nm, and the tensile strength and Young’s modulus of CNF mats were 32 MPa and 4.8 GPa, 

respectively. Baker and Hosseinaei [64] purified commercial SKL using a solvent extraction 

(75/25 DMF/methanol) and electrospun fibre in the range of 35-50% SKL concentration. The 

rate of thermo-stabilization was relatively fast and a comparable fibre diameter was achieved 

(300 nm). Unfortunately, the mechanical strength of this CNF was not reported. Although 

electrospun lignin-based CNF has been successfully fabricated, its mechanical properties have 

not been rigorously tested. This research is dedicated to performing detailed investigations of the 

mechanical properties of electrospun lignin-based CNF at various structural levels, from the 

single nanofibre level to the fibrous mat level. 
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2.5 Mechanical Properties of Single Nanofibres and Fibrous Mats 

The mechanical properties of electrospun nanofibres have been studied in both random and 

aligned nanofibre mats. Electrospun nanofibre mats were typically cut into rectangular or 

dumbbell shapes before testing [65–71]. Relevant previous research concerning the mechanical 

properties of nanofibre mats is summarized in Table 2.2.  

 

Table 2.2: Tensile properties of electrospun nanofibre membranes. 

Material Fibre Diameter 

(nm) 

Modulus  

(MPa) 

Strength 

(MPa) 

Reference 

Bombyx mori 200-400 0.6 15 [70] 

Poly(lactic-glycolic) 

acid  

500-800 323 23 [65] 

Gelatin 100-1900 117 (100 nm) 

123 (1900 nm) 

2.9 (100 nm) 

3.4 (1900 nm) 

[67] 

Poly-(ethylene oxide) 100-150 7 0.09 [69] 

Peptide Polymer 450 1800 35 [68] 

Polyurhthane 100-500 3.7 10 [71] 

 

Because the electrospun fibre mats are inherently porous (usually 80 – 90% porosity), the 

accurate assessment of stress is difficult [70]. A number of variables can affect the tensile 

properties of fibrous mats, including the volume density of fibres in the mat, the fibre diameter, 

the mechanical properties of individual nanofibres, and interactions within the fibre network 

[72]. Equation 2-2 below can be used to correct for the effects of these variables on the tensile 

strength, where the areal density is the measured mass of the test piece divided by its area [70]. 
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Stress  (g tex) =
!"#$%  (!)

!"#$%   !! ×!"#$%  !"#$%&'  (! !"∙!)
      (2-2) 

 

To gain a fundamental understanding of the mechanical properties of electrospun fibres, 

the stress-strain behaviour of single nanofibres has been evaluated. Although mechanical tests of 

fibre mats provide basic parameters that can be useful in predicting the mechanical properties of 

single nanofibres, other factors such as the fibre architecture can also affect the final strength of 

fibre mats [73]. Therefore single nanofibres need to be tested to examine the effects in 

assemblies such as mats or yarns. There are three main challenges must be overcome in single 

nanofibre tensile testing. The first challenge is the sample preparation and collection of single 

nanofibres on test templates without slippage or breakage. The second challenge is measuring the 

diameter of a single nanofibre without incurring damage. The third challenge is building a 

sensitive, high-resolution force transducer and actuator that can measure the load applied at the 

pico-Newton force ranges [74–78]. 

Single electrospun nanofibres can now be mechanically characterized using technological 

advances in MEMS, atomic force microscopy (AFM), and other sensitive mechanical testing 

systems for pico-Newton load measurements [79]. Several methods have been developed to 

characterize the mechanical properties of single electrospun nanofibres [60,80–83], and these 

are summarized in Table 2.3. 
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Table 2.3: Mechanical characterization of single electrospun nanofibres. 

Method Materials Fibre Diameter 

(nm) 

Modulus 

(GPa) 

Strength 

(MPa) 

Break of 

Elongation 

(%) 

Reference 

Nano tensile tester PCL 1000 – 1700 0.12 40 200 [75] 

PLLA 610 – 890 1 – 2.9 89 – 183 0.45 – 1.54 [76] 

PCL 200 – 5000 0.3 – 3.2 20 – 200 20 – 300 [78] 

PCL 400 – 2600 0.35 X X [77] 

PHBV 1750 – 520 0.15 – 2.67 23 – 268 0.57 – 2.83 [79] 

AFM cantilever PAN 1250 X 302 X [80] 

PAN carbon fibre 70 – 500 X 350 – 1000 X [60] 

PA 6/6 550 0.45 – 0.95 110 – 150 61 – 66 [81] 

PEO 700 X 45 X [83] 

Nylon 6/6 400 – 900 1 – 3.25 X X [82] 

AFM  PAN/SWNT carbon fibre 50 – 200 60 – 130 X X [84] 

B. Mori silk/PEO 800 0.75 – 8.0 X X [85] 

Fe3O4/PEO 400 0.66 – 1.04 X X [86] 

AFM bending Polypyrrole nanotubes 35 – 160 1.2 – 60 X X [87] 

PLLA 260 – 410 0.1 – 1.0 X X [88] 

TiO2/PVP 68 – 148 0.33 – 2.33 X X [89] 

PAMPS 60 – 250 0.3 – 2.1 X X [90] 

PVA 10 – 160 20 – 500 X X [91] 

Deflection detect PEO 70 – 450 7 X X [92] 

Nylon 6 70 – 150 15 – 30 X X [93] 

PAN 179 – 408 3.79 – 47.79 X X [94] 

MEMS PLLA 150 – 2000 1 – 7 X X [95] 

PAN  172±40 3500±600  [96] 

Mechanical 

resonance 

PAN carbon fibre 100 – 200 57 – 75 X X [60] 

Silica glass 120 266   [97] 

 

The most direct way to measure the mechanical properties of nanofibres is using a nano 

tensile tester, which can measure yield stress, ultimate tensile strength, Young’s modulus, and 

elongation at failure. The major issues in conducting a reliable tensile test are handling of the 
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nanofibre and gripping the sample, since a single nanofibre sometimes cannot be readily 

observed with the naked eye. Other challenges include gripping the nanofibre on the template 

without stress concentration or slippage, and aligning the fibre without inducing off-axis loading, 

such as torsion. The noise levels during the measurement must also be carefully controlled. All 

these challenges can be surmounted, however, by the aid of a laser confocal microscopy and a 

nano manipulator.  

It has been observed that Young’s modulus of nanofibres increases with decreasing fibre 

diameter, and it increases significantly when fibres are spun below a critical fibre diameter. 

Arinstein et al. [82] found that the Young’s modulus of electrospun nylon 6,6 nanofibres 

increased rapidly below 300 nm. Pai et al. [98] found that the Young’s modulus of individual 

poly-(trimethyl hexamethylene terephthalamide) electrospun fibres increased for diameters 

smaller than 500 nm. The modulus could reach 6 GPa for 170 nm nanofibres, which is three 

times higher than that of the bulk material. Naraghi et al. [99] also reported that the PAN 

electrospun nanofibre showed a three-fold increase in Young’s modulus when the fibre diameter 

decreased from 300 to 100 nm. Papkov et al. [100] reported that both the strength and toughness 

of individual PAN electrospun nanofibres increased when the fibre diameter was smaller than 

150 nm, whereas the Young’s modulus and tensile strength can reach 48 GPa and 1.75 GPa, 

respectively.  

This fibre diameter-dependent phenomenon is largely due to confinement effects, as 

polymer chains are forced to align more strongly along the fibre axis in a smaller diameter fibre 

than in a larger diameter fibre. The increase of Young’s modulus is not due to the increase of 

crystallite orientation, but can be attributed to the orientation of smaller amorphous regions. For 

example, the Young’s modulus of 150 nm electrospun PAN nanofibres was found to be 25 times 
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higher than that of bulk PAN as-spun fibres, exceeding that of super-drawn solution-spun ultra-

high molecular weight PAN, where fibres exhibit extremely high levels of chain orientation 

[100]. Because the crystallization of fibre was still restrained by the rapid solidification of 

nanofibres, the author assumed that the increase of mechanical properties could be attributed to 

the molecular orientation of amorphous regions with decreasing nanofibre diameter. This result 

is much higher than that of the previously report of electrospun PAN (100-200 nm). Differences 

in testing equipment (the nano tensile tester and the MEMS system) and gauge lengths could 

explain the differences among the results. 

The polymer chain relaxation is also a crucial factor for the mechanical properties of the 

nanofibre. Research suggested that the lose in the mechanical properties of electrospun 

nanofibres can be attributed to the chain relaxation [101]. The residual solvent in collected 

nanofibre can cause the acceleration of chain relaxation and shorten the relaxation time; thus, the 

orientation induced by the electrospinning process disappears before solidification [101]. Post-

processing, such as drawing, can prevent chain relaxation after orientation. 

In summary, research studied on the influence of nanofibre diameter to the mechanical 

properties of electrospun nanofibres suggested that the mechanical properties of the nanofibre 

increased with decreasing of the nanofibre diameter. The reduction of the nanofibre diameter can 

be achieved through the optimization of electrospinning process. Other methods to improve the 

mechanical properties of the nanofibre include the addition of suitable fillers such as carbon 

nanotubes for the composite nanofibre fabrication to strengthen the nanofibre, and it will be 

reviewed in the next section.  
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2.6 Structure and Properties of Carbon Nanotubes 

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) were first discovered in 1991 by Ijima [102], and have since 

become an important construct for the materials science. Shaped by one or a few layers of sheets 

of graphene with sp2-orbitals, the periodically repeated hexagon patterns of carbon atoms are 

rolled into a cylinder, producing a lightweight material with exceptional mechanical and 

electrical properties [103]. The strong in-plane covalent bonds provide CNTs with their superior 

mechanical properties [104]. Advanced constructs of CNTs can be made beyond the single-

walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs; Figure 2.3) to include multi-walled carbon nanotubes 

(MWNTs) [105]. MWNTs are composed of more than one layer of carbon held together by van 

der Waals forces. The diameters of SWNTs and MWNTs vary depending on the production 

method, but range between 0.4-3 nm and 10-100 nm, respectively. The length of CNTs is usually 

in the microscopic range and the aspect ratio (length to diameter) is typically between 100 and 

10,000. The elastic modulus of SWNT could reach up to 1 TPa, and the tensile strength ranges 

from 30-50 GPa, with a break elongation of 6-30%, far surpassing what has been possible to date 

with CNF [104].  
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Figure 2.3: Three different types of single-walled carbon nanotubes.  

 

2.7 Carbon Nanotube-Reinforced Nanofibres 

CNTs have attracted the attention of many researchers hoping to translate their exceptional 

mechanical properties into reinforced composite fibres [106–116]. However, CNTs are prone to 

aggregation due to the van der Waals interactions among themselves that lowers their reinforcing 

capacity. Currently, key challenges for the effective reinforcement of fibres with CNTs are the 

homogenous dispersion of CNTs, good interfacial adhesion and stress transfer, and the 

orientation of CNTs along with the polymer matrix [108,115,116]. Electrospun composite 

nanofibres could yield better alignment with CNTs, as CNTs tend to orient along the fibre axis 

due to the flow of polymer solution. Moreover, the electrostatic charge applied during spinning 

can orient the CNT along the nanofibre axis, and the stretching of the polymer jet can induce 

molecular orientation [110–113]. Hence, electrospinning is a promising technique to produce 

CNT-reinforced nanofibres. 

Chiral Zigzag Armchair
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Research has been done into co-electrospinning of various CNT/polymer composite 

nanofibres [84,117–119]. A SWNT-reinforced electrospun polyurethane nanofibre has been 

fabricated, and mechanical properties tests have shown that the tensile strength was increased by 

104%, while the elastic modulus was improved by 250% [113]. Another study concerning 7.5 

wt% MWNT reinforced nylon 6,6 nanofibres also demonstrated a four-fold increase in tensile 

strength and a five-fold increase in modulus [106]. PAN/SWNT CNF [84,117–119] has been 

demonstrated to possess enhanced mechanical properties following the addition of SWNT up to 

10 wt%. These improvements were attributed to the good dispersion and alignment of the 

MWNTs along the nanofibre axis. 

 

2.8 Theories and Models of Mechanical Properties Translation with Different Nanofibre 

Assemblies 

The applying of models to assess how the properties of a single fibre translate to different 

fibre assemblies can help us to realize a broad spectrum of applications for electrospun 

nanofibres [120]. In traditional textile fibres, several models have been proposed to predict the 

mechanical properties of non-woven fabrics and were focused on the elastic behavior of fibre 

networks or mats [98,121–124]. Cox proposed the model to predict elastic modulus based on a 

paper fibre network [121] by assuming that an ideal fabric is a perfectly homogeneous plane of 

long, straight, and thin fibres oriented either at random or with some defined statistical 

distribution. Each fibre is also posited to extend from end to end and fibres could stretch, but not 

bend. The mechanical behavior of flexible, non-woven fabrics can be predicted using an 

orthotropic model developed for rigid materials, and the prediction of elastic modulus, 

proportional limit, and rupture stress were found to be reasonably good [123]. Planar fibre 
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networks deform via fibre bending, elongation, and contraction under external in-plane loading 

[124]. In contrast, models concerning the fibre orientation and distribution in electrospun 

nanofibres show that the fibre network, fibre curvature, intrinsic fibre properties, and fibre-fibre 

junctions are the main factors that affect the mechanical properties of non-woven mats [98,122].  

Other studies concerning the mechanical properties of a single fibre and fibre assemblies, 

including fibre mats and yarns, were focused on investigating the statistical Weibull distribution 

of individual fibres [125–127]. Due to the nature of variation of the lignin material, a statistical 

Weibull distribution is suitable to apply to analysis the strength uniformity of lignin-based 

nanofibres. The experimental characterizations combine with the Weibull analysis of the 

mechanical behavior on lignin-based nanofibre will be considered in predicting and tuning the 

desired mechanical features of lignin-based nanofibres and their fibre assemblies. 

 

2.9 Supercapacitors 

Among all energy storage devices, supercapacitors (SC) provide one of the fastest 

charge/discharge cycles, as well as high energy and power density, long cycling durability, and 

superior reversibility [128–130]. SCs are categorized according to the electrolytes, materials, and 

configurations employed in their designs [24]. Depending on their charge and storage 

mechanism, SCs are categorized as electric double-layer capacitors (EDLC) or pseudo-capacitors 

[131]. EDLCs store energy by the physical adsorption of ions instead of a chemical reaction. 

EDLCs and pseudo-capacitors are the two main types of SCs, although a hybrid capacitor can be 

manufactured by combining the two into a single device. Because of the high surface area and 

low production cost, activated carbon powders are widely used in the fabrication of carbon 

electrodes, and other types of carbon-based materials, such as carbon aerogels and CNTs, have 
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also been developed. CNF is also a suitable candidate because it can be used as binder-free and 

free-standing electrodes for SCs with low resistivity, whereas other materials require additional 

adhesive binding agents that result in higher internal resistance [24]. 

A typical EDLC unit cell includes two electrodes, an electrolyte, and an insulating 

separator (Figure 2.4). Both electrodes can be manufactured from the same material. When 

charged, positive and negative ions are generated from the electrolyte via dissociation and 

combine with solvent molecules to form solvated ions. These ions accumulate on the interface of 

the electrode and the electrolyte, forming an ‘electric double layer’ [132]. The thickness of the 

double layer is usually in the range of 5-10 Å. After being discharged, the electrolyte ions return 

to solution and form re-bonds. Pseudo-capacitors rely on the surface or near-surface electron 

charge transfer between the electrode and electrolyte (Faradic charge-transfer mechanism) rather 

than on the typical charge separation mechanism used in EDLC. Several important parameters 

are used to characterize the electrochemical performance of SCs, including the specific 

capacitance, power density, and energy density [128–131,133]. Methods for performing these 

tests are described in Chapter 3. 
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Figure 2.4: Typical configuration of an electric double-layer capacitor cell. 

 

Carbon materials are good candidates for electrochemical capacitor electrodes, since they 

have good electrical conductivity and electrolyte wettability. Carbon materials also have better 

mechanical stability and corrosion resistance than other electrode materials [134].Carbon 

materials can possess very porous structures and high surface area (1000-2000 m2 g-1), 

particularly after activation, which can be optimized to improve the capacitance. The capacitance 

of carbon-based capacitors increases linearly with surface area when surface area is low, but 

tends to plateau when surface area is further increased. Pore size distribution has a greater 

influence in carbon materials with high surface areas [135]. Electrode materials in EDLC must 

have high conductivity and electrochemical stability, which make carbon-based materials such as 

CF, activated carbons, graphene, and CNT good candidates. Their performances have been 

extensively tested [128,129,131,133,136,137].  
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CNTs have been found to be suitable materials for SC electrodes due to their high 

electrical conductivity, chemical stability, and large surface area. The performance varies with 

the type, morphology, and functional groups of the CNTs. MWNT- and SWNT-based SCs have 

been prepared and tested, with MWNT possessing more than twice the specific capacitance (80 F 

g-1) of SWNT [138]. Research has also demonstrated that modifying the morphology and 

structure of CNTs by oxidation doubled the specific capacitance, from 25 to 50 F g-1 [139]. 

Electrodes manufactured from locally aligned CNT films had a specific power density as high as 

30 kW kg-1 because of their ordered structure and high packing density of CNT films [140]. 

Capacitance has been enhanced through a variety of approaches, including the deposition of 

coatings [141] and the impregnation of electro-activated metal particles [142]. Differences also 

exist in terms of which electrolytes are used [140].  

This thesis will describe the manufacture of electrospun carbon nanofibre mats (ECNF) 

from lignin-based CNF. ECNF can be used as free-standing electrodes without any binders 

because of their relatively high specific surface area and superior mechanical properties [143]. 

Researchers have formulated procedures to fabricate ECNF with a more inter-connected 

structure or a more porous structure to improve the electrochemical capacitance by varying the 

heating parameter or adding catalysts during the carbonization/activation process, respectively 

[136,137,144].  

PAN-based ECNFs have been fabricated with a charge density of 264 F g-1 and 

capacitance of 100 mA g-1 [145]. The addition of zinc chloride during carbonization increased 

the specific capacitance of PAN ECNF (140 F g-1) [146], and nickel-embedded PAN ECNF also 

showed improvement in specific capacitance [147]. ECNF prepared with redox-active 

components such as metal oxides (e.g., Ruthenium or silver particles [148]) or conducting 
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materials (e.g., CNT [149]) bulk up the capacity of electrodes and can combine the chemistry of 

EDLCs and pseudo-capacitors. Ruthenium (Ru)-embedded PAN-based CNF increased 

capacitance from 140 F g-1 to 391 F g-1 with 7.31 wt% Ru, whereas the addition of CNTs 

simultaneously increased the BET surface area and electrical conductivity [150].  

Research into the use of lignin in manufacturing ECNF-based SC electrodes shows 

promise, but lacks a comprehensive body of work. The advantages of lignin include its abundant 

functional groups for modification, its high porosity for easy access to electrolyte ions, and its 

heterogeneous nature for energy storage capacity enhancement. To date, research using 

functionalized lignin char-based electrodes has shown realistic pseudo-capacitor performance 

and energy storage capacity [131]. Functionalizing lignin ECNFs can enhance wettability and 

increase surface utilization and pore access [26]. The stability of pseudo-capacitor electrodes 

also improved because the lignin char matrix can prevent oxidation-reduction reactions [151].  

Other successful examples of lignin-based electrodes include the manufacture of nano-

porous SCs with specific capacitance as high as 87 F g-1 [152]. Notably, increased graphitization 

has a negative effect on the non-Faradic charge storage capacity [153]. A mainly lignin-based 

ECNF (70/30 lignin and polyvinyl alcohol) was manufactured as a free-standing, binder-free, 

mechanically-flexible electrode [144] with high surface area (up to 1400 m2 g−1) and large-sized 

nanographites. The specific capacitance of this SC could reach 344 F g-1 with 8.1 Wh kg-1 energy 

density. After 5000 charge/discharge cycles, the electrode maintained 96% capacitance retention. 

Lignin-based pseudo-capacitors have also been fabricated with lignin-based, NiO-loaded 

mesoporous carbon [154], with similarly promising results and a capacitance retention of 93.7% 

after 1000 charge/discharge cycles.  
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Chapter 3: Objectives 

Taking advantage of the abundant availability and renewable nature of lignin, the goal of 

this research is to investigate the feasibility of developing value-added products from lignin in 

nanofibre form for structural and functional applications.  

For structural applications, lignin-based carbon fibres (CF) have been fabricated in 

previous research. However, the mechanical properties of lignin-based CF are still lower than 

that of commercial CF. To address the issue, we propose that the mechanical properties of lignin-

based CF can be hierarchically improved by the reduction of fibre diameter, the increase of fibre 

alignment, the incorporation of single-walled nanotubes (SWNT), and the combination of proper 

heat treatment processes. Several processing methods will be harnessed to validate and to 

evaluate these effects.  

Lignin-based nanofibres will be fabricated in this research. By reducing the fibre diameter 

to nanoscale size, it can reduce the probability of the structural flaws and defects in the fibre. The 

nanofibre will undergo through the aligning process to further increase the fibre alignment to 

enhance the molecular orientation in the nanofibre. The SWNT/lignin composite nanofibres will 

also be fabricated in this research. The addition of SWNT can reinforce the lignin nanofibre and 

also help the formation of more ordered carbon structures during the carbonization process. 

These methods combined with proper heat treatment processes can help the cross-linking and 

rearrangement of chemical structures of lignin-based nanofibres and can convert them into 

carbon nanofibres (CNF) with better mechanical properties.  

A two-parameter Weibull distribution can be used to analyze the strength distribution of 

lignin nanofibres due to the structure variation of lignin. The parameters obtained from the 

Weibull analysis can also be applied to other existing models to validate and predict the 
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mechanical properties translation of SKL nanofibres from the single nanofibre level to different 

nanofibre assembly level. 

Moreover, lignin-based CNF can have several different functional applications because of 

the unique structural and chemical properties of lignin. This research will also explore the 

potential of lignin-based CNF by making binder-free and free-standing carbon electrodes for 

energy storage devices.  

Specifically, softwood Kraft lignin (SKL) will be used as the precursor to fabricate 

nanofibres via the electrospinning process and then converted into CNF (Figure 3.1). The 

objectives of this research are: 

1. To optimize the electrospinning process to obtain finer fibre. A factorial experimental 

design at three levels of two electrospinning parameters (solution concentration and spinneret 

needle inner diameter) will be carried out using the response surface methodology (RSM) to 

establish the relationship between each parameter and the response (fibre diameter). 

2. To characterize the mechanical properties improvements by harnessing different 

processing methods at the nanofibre mat level. Tensile tests will be conducted on random 

nanofibre mats under all optimization and heat treatment process conditions to evaluate the 

influence of the nanofibre diameter reduction and the heat treatment process on the mechanical 

properties improvement of SKL nanofibres. Chemical structural changes of SKL nanofibres 

during the heat treatment process will be studied via various characterization techniques, 

including scanning electron microscopy (SEM), Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy, 

X-ray diffraction (X-RD), and Raman spectroscopy. Aligned nanofibre mats will be fabricated 

through the rotating drum method and the effect of fibre alignment on the improvement of 

mechanical properties will be investigated. SWNT/SKL composite nanofibres will be fabricated 
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through the emulsion electrospinning process, and tensile tests of SWNT/SKL composite 

nanofibre mats will be characterized to determine the reinforcement of mechanical properties 

with the addition of SWNT. The chemical structure of SWNT/SKL nanofibres will be 

investigated via SEM, high resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and Raman 

spectroscopy. 

3. To investigate the mechanical properties translation between SKL single nanofibres and 

their fibre assemblies. The mechanical properties characterization will conduct at the single 

nanofibre level to examine the intrinsic properties of SKL nanofibres. A mechanical properties 

investigation of SKL nanofibres from the single nanofibre level to the nanofibre mat level will be 

constructed. Statistical Weibull distribution will be utilized to analyze the strength uniformity of 

SKL single nanofibres. The shape factor and scale factor obtained from Weibull analysis will be 

applied to different models to validate and predict the translation of mechanical properties from 

single nanofibres to different nanofibre assemblies. 

4. To characterize the electrochemical performance of SKL CNF mats for functional 

applications. A prototype supercapacitor (SC) cell using SKL-based CNF mats as binder-free 

electrodes will be constructed. A series of characterizations of the electrochemical properties will 

be conducted and the performance of the proposed electrodes will be compared with commonly-

used carbon-based materials. 
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Figure 3.1: Research goals for electospun lignin-based CNF. 
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Chapter 4: Materials and Experimental Methods 

 

4.1  Materials 

Softwood Kraft lignin (SKL, Indulin-AT) was obtained from MeadWestvaco (Glen Allen, 

VA, USA). Poly (ethylene oxide) (PEO) with an average molecular weight of 1 × 106 g mol-1 

was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (Oakville, ON) and used as received. N.N-dimethylformamide 

(DMF), methanol, methylene chloride, and toluene were all ACS Reagent grade and obtained 

from Fisher Scientific (Ottawa, ON), and used as received. 

 

4.2 Lignin Fractionation 

SKL was fractionated according to methods described in previous research [155]. SKL 

was fractionated using different organic solvents and the fractionation 4 (F4SKL) part was used 

as the precursor material (Figure 4.1) [155]. SKL was first acid-washed with dilute HCl (pH 2) to 

remove impurities and ash. In this process, 100 grams of SKL were suspended in 1 L HCl, stirred 

for 30 minutes, and then filtered five times. After the acid wash, SKL was dried in the oven at 

105 °C overnight. [155]. The resultant SKL was then extracted with methanol (CH3OH) in a ratio 

of 100 g L-1 by vigorous stirring for 30 min. The mixture was then filtered, and the insoluble 

fraction was air-dried overnight. This process was repeated three times, and the methanol-soluble 

fraction (F1-3 SKL) was discarded. The insoluble SKL part that remained after methanol 

extraction was further extracted with a 70/30 (v/v) mixture of methanol/methylene chloride 

(CH3OH/CH2Cl2). The insoluble material was air-dried and re-extracted three times. The soluble 

SKL part from the 70/30 methanol/methylene chloride washing (F4SKL) was concentrated and 

dried as the precursor material.  
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Figure 4.1: Fractionation process of softwood Kraft lignin. 

 

4.3 Electrospinning Process 

An electrospinning solution of F4SKL was prepared by blending 99:1 with PEO (w/w) and 

dissolving in DMF. Solution vials were sealed and vortexed for one minute, then heated in an oil 

bath at 80 °C for two hours, during which time the solutions were vortexed for two minutes every 30 

minutes. Three different gauges of needle, G18, G20, and G25 (corresponding to needle inner 

diameters of 1.27 mm, 0.89 mm, and 0.51 mm, respectively), were used in combination with 

solution concentrations of 25 wt%, 30 wt%, and 35 wt% to optimize the electrospinning process. 

An electrospinning distance of 15 cm was used, a voltage of 15 kV was applied, and the solution 

was pumped at a rate of 0.03 mL min-1. All conditions were fully factorial, and RSM was used to 

construct a performance map to visualize the influence of all variables on fibre diameter. 

Random fibre mats were prepared using a static collector in a nanofibre electrospinning unit 

(NEU, Kato tech, Japan), whereas aligned fibre mats were prepared using a NANON-01A 

(MECC, Japan) rotating drum electrospinning setup (Figure 4.2) [101] at a collection speed of 

2000 revolutions per minute (RPM). 
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Figure 4.2: Rotating drum electrospinning set-up for aligned nanofibre mats collection. 

 

4.4 Emulsion Electrospinning Process 

Composite nanofibres were prepared from water-in-oil emulsions of SWNT/F4SKL using 

emulsion electrospinning process (Figure 4.3) modified from previous research [156], where the 

oil phase consisted of 25 wt% F4SKL/PEO (99:1) with DMF/toluene (80/20), and the aqueous 

phase of SWNT was suspended in distilled water (0.2% w/v) via sonication (Sonicator 3000 by 

Misonix Inc.) for 2 hours. The SWNT suspension was mixed with a Span 80TM surfactant (10% 

w/w), then added to the toluene solution and sonicated in the bath sonicator (Branson 3510 by 

Industrial Automation) for one hour to form micelles. In the meantime, the appropriate amount 

of F4SKL/DMF solution was kept at 80 °C in an oil bath for two hours and vortexed every half 

hour for 30 seconds. The SWNT solution was then added to the F4SKL/DMF solution and 

further sonicated for 2 hours in the bath sonicator. 
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Figure 4.3: Schematic mechanism for the formation of a core-shell composite fibre during 

emulsion electrospinning. 

 

4.5 Heat Treatment Process 

The heat treatment process included the thermo-stabilization and carbonization. Thermo-

stabilization was performed at three different heating rates (0.5 °C/min, 5 °C/min, and 20 ± 2 

°C/min) combined with three different final heating temperatures (150 °C, 200 °C, and 250 °C), 

and held isothermally for one hour in a gas chromatography oven (Hewlett-Packard 5890 Series 

II) with an air atmosphere. The most suitable thermo-stabilization conditions were determined 

based on the tensile testing results of the thermo-stabilized fibre mats.  

For the carbonization process, a 5 °C/min heating rate was used to reach a steady state 

temperature of 800 °C, 900 °C, and 1000 °C for one hour in a nitrogen atmosphere in a GSL-

1100X tube furnace (MTI Corp, Richmond, CA) by clamping strips of electrospun fibre mats 

(~0.5 cm × 6 cm) at each end between two stainless-steel plates. 
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4.6 Characterization 

4.6.1 Morphological and Structural Characterization 

F4SKL electrospun fibre morphology was examined with a scanning electron microscope 

(SEM, Hitachi S3000N) under high vacuum with a 5 kV acceleration voltage and at a 15-mm 

working distance. Fibre diameter was measured using the ImageJ software (U.S. National 

Institutes of Health), and 100 random samples measurements were made for each fibre mat.  

 

4.6.2 Mechanical Properties Characterization  

4.6.2.1 Nanofibre Mats 

The mechanical properties of fibre mats were assessed using the KES-G1 Kawabata 

micro-tensile testing system at an elongation rate of 0.01 cm/s. For fibre mats, a sample strip 5 

cm long × 0.5 cm wide was glued onto a paper frame and tested (Figure 4.4). The gauge length 

for the tensile test was 4 cm [157], and the load was recorded based on loading voltage and 

converted into grams. The specific stress (g tex-1) was calculated using Equation 2-1. At least 30 

samples were tested for each condition.  

     

Figure 4.4: Specimen preparation for tensile test of fibre mats. 
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4.6.2.2 Single Nanofibres 

During the electrospinning process, a U-shaped copper collector was placed in front of the 

spinning area to collect single nanofibres. Typically, 20 to 30 nanofibres were deposited onto the 

copper collector. A plastic template strip with epoxy glue was then used to transfer nanofibres 

from the copper collector. After the epoxy glue was fully solidified for 24 hours, excess fibres 

were removed with the help of a confocal microscope (LEXT OLS 4000, Olympus, USA) and a 

nanomanipulator (Kleindiek nanotechnik, GmbH, Germany) to visualize and trim excess fibres 

without disturbing the targeted nanofibre. Ten to fifteen measurements of the sample diameter 

were made using the laser scanning mode on the confocal microscope. The tensile strength of a 

single nanofibre was then conducted using the UTM T150 tensile testing system (Agilent 

Technologies). Figure 4.5 provides an overview of the single nanofibre preparation process. A 

single nanofibre specimen was mounted into the grips of the tensile tester with the aid of an 

intense light source. Once the grips were secured, the two edges of the template were cut with a 

knife to ensure that the machine would record only the mechanical strength of the single fibre 

(Figure 4.6).  At least 25 samples were tested for each test. 

 

 

Figure 4.5: Scheme of the single F4SKL electrospun nanofibre tensile test. 

Fiber collection Fiber selection Tensile testing 
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                                 (a)                                          (b)                                             (c) 

Figure 4.6: Specimen mounted into the grips ((a) & (b)), and the high-speed camera image ((c)) 

of a single nanofibre tensile test. 

 

4.6.2.3 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)  

The PeakForce quantitative nano-mechanical (PeakForce QNM) mapping test was used to 

characterize the Young’s modulus of the F4SKL single CNF using an AFM (Veeco Instruments, 

Santa Barbara, CA, USA). A TAP150ATM probe with a nominal spring constant of 5 N/m was 

mounted on a cantilever. CNF samples were first sonicated using a bath sonicator in a water 

solution with 0.02 wt%, and a drop of solution was casted onto a magnetic disc with a mica 

substrate. The cantilever deflection sensitivity was calibrated on a sapphire calibration standard, 

and the cantilever spring constant was determined using the thermal tuning method. The applied 

force was fixed at 20 nN, with a 0.1-Hz scan rate, a 300 × 300 nm scan area, and a sampling 512 

samples/line frequency. The AFM instrument sensitivity was estimated to be on the order of 

~100–200 pN under the conditions used for imaging, based on the noise of the sample traces. 
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4.6.3 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FT-IR) 

FT-IR was performed using a Spectrum One FT-IR Spectrometer (Perkin Elmer 

Instruments, Waltham, USA). Samples were analyzed using 32 scans collected over a scan range 

of 4000-600 cm-1, with a resolution of 4 cm-1. The spectra were normalized at 1600 cm−1, which 

was assigned to the maximum absorbance peak of the aromatic skeletal vibrations and C=O 

stretch in the study samples. 

 

4.6.4 X-Ray Diffraction (X-RD) 

An X-ray diffractometer (MultiFlex, Rigaku Co., Tokyo, Japan) was used to measure the 

carbon structures of F4SKL CNF across a scanning range of 5-60° (2θ). The apparent crystallite 

thickness (Lc) and the average interlayer spacing (d) were calculated using the Bragg and 

Scherrer equations:   

 

d =   λ
! !"# θ

    (4-2) 

 

Lc = !λ
β !"# θ

 (4-3) 

 

Where θ is the Bragg angle of the peaks (°), λ is the wavelength of X-ray used (0.154 nm), 

β is the half-height width of the peaks (rad), and the Lc form factor K is 0.89. 
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4.6.5 Raman Spectroscopy 

Raman spectra of CNFs were obtained with a RM1000 Raman microscope system 

(Renishaw, Gloucestershire, U.K) equipped with a 785 nm diode laser for 1% laser power (9-10 

mW). Each sample was scanned four times from 900 to 1800 cm-1 with baseline correction 

before curve fitting. The Raman spectra of carbonaceous materials have two separate 

characteristic bands: i) the defect-induced D-band peak (centered approximately at a wave-

number of 1310 cm−1) related to disordered turbostratic structures and ii) the crystalline graphite 

G-band peak (centered approximately at a wave-number of 1580 cm−1) related to ordered 

graphitic structures [159,165-166]. In this study, the D-band was fitted with a Lorentizian line 

curve and the G-band was fitted with a Breit-Wigner-Fano line curve. The intensity ratios (ID/IG) 

were calculated based on the D-band and G-band intensity heights and are related to the degree 

of defects in CNF [155]. 

 

4.7 Preparation and Characterization of Electrospun Carbon Nanofibre Electrodes 

4.7.1 Supercapacitor (SC) Unit Cell Preparation 

Figure 4.7 shows the structure of a prototype SC constructed using two 1 cm × 1 cm 

rectangular CNF mats as electrodes and a cellulose micro-porous filter paper as a separator. 

Three types of lignin-based random CNF mats were tested: F4SKL, 0.5% SWNT/F4SKL, and 1% 

SWNT/F4SKL. Two stainless steel substrates were incorporated to act as current collectors. 

Electrodes and separators were put into a 6 M KOH electrolyte for at least 24 hours before 

electrochemical performance characterization. After assembly, the SC cell was connected to the 

AUTOLAB testing station through a connection port on each side of the current collector. 
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Figure 4.7: Construction of a symmetric supercapacitor cell. 

 

4.7.2 Electrical Conductivity Measurement 

The two-point probe method was applied to measure the resistance R (Ω) of the CNF mats 

using a multi-meter. Samples sized 3 cm × 0.5 cm were painted with silver paint at both ends and 

mounted onto glass slides. Electrical conductivity (σ) was calculated from the measurement of R 

by the following equation: 

 

σ   !
!"

= !
!"#

  (4-4) 

 

Where: L is the distance between the two probes, W is the sample width, and t is the 

thickness of the sample. 

 

	   Stainless steel substrate 

CNF mat 

Cellulose separator 
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4.7.3 Electrochemical Performance Measurement 

After being connected to the AUTOLAB testing station, a series of electrochemical 

performance tests was conducted on the prototype SC cell, including a cyclic voltammetry (CV) 

test, charge/discharge test, electrical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) test, and durability test. CV 

curves were derived for each CNF mat at a 30 mV S-1 scan rate and with a potential range of 0-

0.8 V. CNF mat samples were also scanned at four different voltage sweeping rates (5, 10, 30, 

and 50 mV s-1) with a potential range of 0-0.8 V. The charge/discharge rate of CNF electrodes 

was tested using the galvanostatic method. In this test, the SC was charged at a constant current 

until a voltage of 0.8 V was achieved, at which point the SC was discharged to 0 V and the cycle 

was repeated. At the moment when the current switches direction, the sudden vertical drop (IR 

drop) in voltage is related to the internal resistance or equivalent series resistance (ESR) of the 

SC. Three different current densities (400, 1000, and 2000 mA g-1) were applied to all custom-

built SCs. EIS was utilized to analyze the internal resistance of the electrode material, as well as 

the resistance between the interface of the electrode and the electrolyte. EIS was measured with a 

frequency response detector (263A, EG&G) over frequencies from 10 mHz to 100 kHz at room 

temperature.  
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Chapter 5: Electrospinning Process Optimization of Lignin Nanofibres 

 

5.1 Introduction 

An empirical model for the electrospinning process optimization is critical for the 

quantitative study of the influence of various parameters. The response surface methodology 

(RSM) has been successfully applied in numerous material and process optimization studies. 

This approach takes the combined effects of several parameters into account and uses statistical 

methods to fit an empirical model. The model can describe the influence of parameters and 

predict the results of various parameter combinations, and the surface contour plot of the 

parameters can also lead to the optimum processing condition.  

Nanofibre diameter is one of the most important characteristics that can affect the 

mechanical properties of the final products, and it was chosen as the response variable for 

optimization in this study. The fibre diameter of electrospun nanofibres depends on various 

parameters, including solution properties (e.g., solution concentration, viscosity, and surface 

tension), processing conditions (e.g., applied voltage and needle diameter), and ambient 

conditions (e.g., temperature and humidity). Preliminary experimental results showed that the 

solution concentration and the needle diameter were influencing variables on the diameter of 

F4SKL electrospun fibres. Hence, this chapter will characterize the relative contribution of these 

two electrospinning parameters to the average F4SKL fibre diameter. In this contribution, the 

simultaneous effects of these two electrospinning parameters on the average F4SKL fibre 

diameter were systematically investigated. An appropriate study range was determined for each 

parameter where dry, stable, and continuous fibres without beads or droplets could be obtained. 

The purpose of this study is to investigate the optimum combination of polymer concentration 
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and needle diameter for fabricating F4SKL nanofibres with smaller diameters. This empirical 

model can guide further experiments concerning the mechanical properties of F4SKL electrospun 

nanofibres for future applications. 

 

5.2 Choice of Parameters and Experimental Design 

5.2.1 Choice of Parameters and Range 

Polymer solution viscosity is a major contributing factor to fibre diameter during the 

electrospinning process. Factors such as polymer molecular weight, solution concentration, and 

temperature can influence the solution viscosity. For a particular polymer solution at a fixed 

temperature, solution concentration is the major factor affecting the viscosity. Therefore, the 

solution concentration was selected for investigation in this study. 

The Mark-Houwink-Sakurada equation shows the relationship between intrinsic viscosity 

(η) and molecular weight (M) and can be expressed as follows: 

 

η = KM! (5-1) 

 

Where K and a are constants for a particular polymer-solvent system at a given 

temperature. The constant K = 1.89 × 10-3 and a = 0.130 were previously determined for SKL in 

a DMF system [159]. By applying these constants in Equation 5-1, the intrinsic viscosity of 

F4SKL in this study (molecular weight of 36,000 g mol-1) was calculated to be [η] = 0.0739.  

The Berry number (B) is another parameter that indicates the degree of polymer chain 

entanglements in a solution and can be expressed as a product of intrinsic viscosity and solution 

concentration as: 
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B = [η]*C (5-2) 

 

For a uniform electrospun nanofibre with a small diameter, the Berry number ranges from 

1 < B < 2.7, which is equivalent to 15% < C < 35% in terms of F4SKL concentration. In practice, 

although F4SKL electrospun fibre formation could be observed with solution concentrations 

above 15%, the lower end of that concentration range resulted in fibre that contained droplets or 

beads due to polymer relaxation and low solution viscosity. Hence, in determining the solution 

range to test, three level of solution concentration were chosen: 25%, 30%, and 35% (‘C25’, 

‘C30’, and ‘C35’).   

A smaller spinneret needle diameter was found to generate electrospun nanofibre with a 

finer fibre diameter [160]. According to the model (Equation 2-1) proposed by Rutledge et al., 

the spinning jet velocity is related to the ratio between the flow rate and the cross-sectional area 

of the capillary, which is determined by the spinneret needle diameter [49]. For a smaller 

spinneret needle diameter, the Taylor cone formed at the needle tip is smaller, and the 

acceleration of the polymer jet is decreased. The flight time for the polymer jet becomes longer, 

leading to more stretching and elongation of the polymer jet and resulting in smaller fibre 

diameter [160]. Hence, the fibre diameter can be reduced by decreasing the spinneret needle 

diameter. In this study, three different needle gauges (G18, G20, and G25) corresponding to 

three different needle inner diameters (0.51 mm, 0.89 mm, and 1.27 mm, respectively) were 

chosen for investigation. 
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5.2.2 Experimental Design 

RSM was used to predict the influence of the solution concentration (ξ1) and the needle 

diameter (ξ2) on fibre diameter (y). Three levels were employed for each factor, resulting in 

quadratic models with nine treatment combinations. The coded variables (xj) were obtained from 

the natural variables (ξi) listed in Table 5.1 and were calculated from the input variables in the 

equation. Coded variables values of -1, 0, and 1 were used to represent low, intermediate, and 

high levels of each factor. Analyses were carried out with the Design Expert statistical software.  

By using coded variables (X1, X2, …, XK), the response function can be expressed as a 

second-ordered (quadratic) model in the following form:  

 

y = 𝛽! + 𝛽!𝑋! +!
!!! 𝛽!!𝑋!! +!

!!! 𝛽!"𝑋!𝑋!!
!!!!!! + 𝜀   (5-3) 

 

Where βs are numerical values for coefficients and ε is the error term in the model. The 

numerical coefficient values (βi) can be found using the least-squares method, and contour plots 

are depicted as response surfaces to show the influence of the parameters and the relationship 

between the response and the variables. Table 5.1 presents the measured average diameters of 

F4SKL as-spun fibres.  
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Table 5.1: Design of experiments and related responses. 

Experiment Coded variables Natural variables Response 

X1 X2 Concentration 

(ξ1)  

(wt %) 

Needle 

Diameter (ξ2) 

(mm) 

F4SKL As-Spun 

Fibre Diameter 

(nm) 

C25-G25 -1 -1 25 0.51 629 ± 31 

C25-G20 -1 0 25 0.89 770 ± 46 

C25-G18 -1 1 25 1.27 776 ± 24 

C30-G25 0 -1 30 0.51 805 ± 43 

C30-G20 0 0 30 0.89 935 ± 36 

C30-G18 0 1 30 1.27 1184 ± 43 

C35-G25 1 -1 35 0.51 1341 ± 59 

C35-G20 1 0 35 0.89 1410 ± 38 

C35-G18 1 1 35 1.27 1776 ± 60 

 

5.3 Results and Discussion 

5.3.1 Fibre Morphology and Average Diameter 

The average fibre diameters and morphology of the F4SKL as-spun fibres were analyzed 

using SEM. The SEM images for all electrospinning conditions are shown in Figure 5.1. F4SKL 

as-spun fibres tended to have beads and droplets when the solution concentration was below 25% 

due to the insufficient molecular entanglement in the lowest viscosity solution. F4SKL solution 

concentrations of 25% and higher were sufficient for generating uniform, smooth fibres. Higher 

solution concentrations produced larger diameter fibres due to the increased solution viscosity. 
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The average fibre diameter more than doubled when the F4SKL concentration increased 

from 25 to 35 wt% (with the same needle gauge). As expected, the fibre diameter decreased with 

the smaller gauge needles. The smallest average nanofibre diameter was 629 ± 31 nm, obtained 

from the combination of G25-C25, whereas the largest fibre diameter was 1776 ± 60 nm 

obtained from the combination of G18–C35. The 35% solution produced average fibre diameters 

above 1 µm with all three needles, indicating that the effect of the solution concentration was 

greater than that of the spinneret needle diameter. 

 

Gauge/Con G18 G20 G25 

C25 

   

C30 

   

C35 

   

 

Figure 5.1: SEM images of F4SKL as-spun fibre morphology for different electrospinning 

combinations. 
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5.3.2 Response Function 

After the βs were estimated, the quadratic model for the average fibre diameter (AFD) in 

terms of coded variables could be written as: 

 

AFD = 160.17*X1 + 392.14*X2 + 72.21*X1*X2 + 49.36*X1
2 + 145.79*X2

2 + 938.28 (5-4) 

 

And in terms of natural variables as: 

 

AFD = 4754.19 － 1339.94*(gauge inner diamter) － 305.58*(concentration) + 38.23*(gauge 

inner diamter)*(concentration) + 345.84*(gauge inner diamter)2 + 5.83*(concentration)2 (5-5) 

 

Table 5.2 shows the F statistics of this test along with the p-value for this model. The p-

value of this model was very small, leading to the conclusion that the null hypothesis must be 

rejected, but suggesting that there are some significant terms in the model. R2 is a measurement 

of the amount of response variation that can be explained by the variables, and Radj is the R2 

adjusted for the number of terms in the model. The R2 demonstrated that the model is 98% 

explained by the variables, and both R2 and R2
adj values indicated that the model fit the 

experimental data well. The slight difference between R2 and R2
adj suggested that there might be 

some insignificant terms in the model.  
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Table 5.2: Significance probability (p-value) and correlation coefficients (R2 and R2
adj) for the 

results from statistical analysis models. 

 F p-value R2 R2
adj 

Average fibre diameter 91.61 <0.0001 0.9849 0.9742 

 

A contour plot and a surface response plot of the effect of interactions between the 

spinneret needle diameter and the solution concentration on fibre diameter are shown in Figure 

5.2 and Figure 5.3, respectively. In this study, the average F4SKL as-spun fibre diameter 

increased monotonically with increasing solution concentration. Larger spinneret needles also 

increased the average fibre diameter, but to a lesser degree than the solution concentration. These 

observations suggest that the solution concentration is an important variable affecting the fibre 

diameter because it is related to the solution viscosity. The consistent increase in fibre diameter 

confirms that increased viscoelastic force from a higher solution concentration can cause a larger 

electrostatic stretching force resistance, leading to electrospun fibres with larger diameters. 

These observations are consistent with both theoretical expectations and previous research 

findings [49]. 
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Figure 5.2: Contour plot for average fibre diameter in terms of solution concentration and needle 

diameter. 
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Figure 5.3: Response surface plot for average fibre diameter in terms of solution concentration 

and needle diameter. 

 

5.4 Concluding Remarks 

In this study, RSM was employed to establish the relationships between two 

electrospinning parameters (solution concentration and spinning needle inner diameter) and one 

response (fibre diameter). A factorial experimental design at three levels of each parameter was 

carried out. A RSM quadratic model was developed, and the significance test of the coefficients 

demonstrated that the model fits the experimental data well. A Contour plot was generated to 

study the effects of variables on fibre diameter. It was found that fibre diameter was more 

sensitive to changes in solution concentration than in spinneret needle diameter. F4SKL fibre 
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diameter tended to decrease with decreasing of solution concentrations and needle diameters. 

Additionally, changes in fibre diameter were more pronounced at lower solution concentrations 

and smaller spinneret needle diameters. These observations suggest that solution concentration is 

an important variable affecting fibre diameter. The smallest fibre diameter (629 ± 31 nm) was 

achieved with a 25% solution concentration (C25) combined with a 0.51-mm needle inner 

diameter (G25). This combination was therefore used in all further electrospinning processes.  
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Chapter 6: Mechanical Properties of Electrospun Lignin Nanofibre Mats 

 

6.1 Introduction 

A fundamental understanding of the mechanical properties and behavior of F4SKL 

electrospun nanofibre mats is critical for their structural applications. In the work described in 

this chapter, the mechanical properties characterization was first carried out on the random 

nanofibre mats formed of as-spun, thermo-stabilized, and carbonized F4SKL nanofibres to 

determine the mechanical properties improvement achieved by fibre diameter reduction and heat 

treatment processes. Microstructure characterizations including SEM, FT-IR, X-RD, and Raman 

spectroscopy were used to analyze changes in F4SKL nanofibre structure after heat treatment. 

Tensile tests on the aligned nanofibre mats were then carried out to evaluate the mechanical 

properties improvement achieved by fibre alignment. 

 

6.2 Results and Discussion 

6.2.1 Mechanical Properties of As-spun Nanofibre Mats 

After electrospinning, all nine combinations of F4SKL as-spun fibre were collected as 

random (non-woven) fibre mats. Mechanical properties characterization was carried out on 5 mm 

× 50 mm strips to investigate and analyze the effects of fibre diameter on the mechanical 

properties of fibre mats. Representative stress-strain curves are presented in Figure 6.1, and the 

average tensile strengths and Young’s moduli under all conditions are summarized in Table 6.1.  
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Figure 6.1: Typical stress-strain curve of F4SKL as-spun random fibre mats with different 

solution concentrations and needle gauges. 

 

The stress-strain curves of F4SKL as-spun random fibre mats exhibited an extensive plastic 

deformation through necking of the fibre mats prior to fracture, and all the curves demonstrated 

similar characteristics (Figure 6.1). It is known that the mechanical behavior of a fibre mat is 

determined not only by individual fibre properties, but also by the geometry and interaction 

between fibres in the mat [161]. The sliding friction among individual fibres could also 

contribute to an increase in resistance to fibre mat deformation. When the increasing stretch 

loading overcomes these interaction forces, the yielding occurs. After the yielding point is 

followed by a gradual decrease in Young’s modulus caused by the fibre slippage. Once the fibre 

mat starts to deform plastically, the fibre stretches further, and the reduction of fibre cross 

attachment also decreases the resistance to deformation, eventually resulting in splitting of the 
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fibre mat. As a result, the slope decreases in the second region of the stress-strain curve 

[118,157].   

 

Table 6.1: Tensile properties of F4SKL as-spun random fibre mats. 

Sample Tensile Strength 

(MPa) 

Young’s Modulus 

(MPa) 

Diameter (nm) 

C25-G25 5.65 ± 0.61 579.11 ± 16.98 629 ± 31 

C25-G20 4.41 ± 0.74 490.93 ± 42.90 805 ± 43 

C25-G18 3.62 ± 0.11 312.10 ± 42.90 1341 ± 59 

C30-G25 4.21 ± 0.23 436.59 ± 37.84 770 ± 46 

C30-G20 3.84 ± 0.10 353.70 ± 36.43 935 ± 36 

C30-G18 3.47 ± 0.41 343.03 ± 16.37 1410 ± 38 

C35-G25 3.98 ± 0.55 415.24 ± 59.41 776 ± 24 

C35-G20 3.32 ± 0.58 357.68 ± 43.47 1183 ± 43 

C35-G18 3.13 ± 0.13 228.17 ± 30.70 1776 ± 60 

 

The tensile strength and Young’s modulus dependence of F4SKL random as-spun fibre 

mats with the average fibre diameter are shown in Figure 6.2 (a) and (b), respectively. It is 

evident that both tensile strength and Young’s modulus increased with decreasing fibre diameter. 

Random fibre mats with the smallest average fibre diameter (629 nm; C25-G25) had the highest 

tensile strength and Young’s modulus (5.65 ± 0.61 MPa and 579.11 ± 16.98 MPa, respectively). 

Conversely, the G18-C35 combination with the largest average fibre diameter (1776 nm) had the 
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lowest tensile strength and Young’s modulus (3.13 ± 0.13 MPa and 228.17 ± 30.70 MPa, 

respectively). 

There are other considerations in interpreting the results derived from non-woven fabric 

mats. The calculation of specific stress is related to fibre density, which was not directly 

measured for individual mat samples in this experiment. The density was assumed to be uniform 

(~1.35 g cm-3) because of the difficulty in determining the actual density due to the highly 

porous and compressible nature of fibre mats. Studies on the modified non-woven fabric density 

determination have been proposed including by measuring the thickness of the fibre mats with a 

constant pressure or by using the mercumeter. However, the measurement results were still 

inconsistent. The measured tensile strength of these fibre mat samples could have been 

significantly higher if a more accurate measurement of density was possible [122]. Furthermore, 

the sliding friction between fibres and the fibre distribution in the testing samples may also have 

had impacts on testing results. 

As anticipated, fibre mats made with larger fibres exhibited lower strength and elastic 

modulus. Another possible explanation could be that larger fibres have fewer fibre-to-fibre 

contact points due to the increase in fibre diameter in a given area. These results are in agreement 

with previous research concerning the mechanical properties of electrospun fibre mats [162–164]. 

With appropriate post-processing, the mechanical properties of F4SKL electrospun fibres can be 

further improved. 
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(a)                                                                       (b) 

Figure 6.2: Dependence of (a) tensile strength and (b) Young’s modulus of F4SKL as-spun 

random nanofibre mats with the average fibre diameter. 

 

6.2.2 Mechanical Properties of Thermo-stabilized Nanofibre Mats 

The as-spun nanofibre mat (G25-C25) underwent further heat treatment to investigate the 

effects of the thermo-stabilization process on the mechanical properties of F4SKL nanofibres. 

Thermo-stabilization process is critical for carbonization and greatly influences the mechanical 

properties of the resulting CFs and CNFs. Previous studies have shown that thermo-stabilization 

in an oxygen atmosphere prior to carbonization can promote the cross-linking reaction of 

chemical structures between molecular chains of lignin fibres, and can prevent fibres from fusing 

in further carbonization processes [13,15,42]. The thermo-stabilization process of lignin involves 

polymer condensation and dehydration, since the alkyl components of lignin are partially 

oxidized. During the thermo-stabilization process, water, methanol, and methane are released, 

and esters and anhydride groups are formed as the temperature rises [43]. Thermo-stabilization 

parameters, such as heating rate, stabilization temperature, and the ambient atmosphere, can all 
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affect chemical reactions and the final properties of the thermo-stabilized fibre. In this research, 

three different heating rates (0.5 °C/min, 5 °C/min, and 20 °C/min) combined with three different 

final thermo-stabilization temperatures (150 °C, 200 °C, and 250 °C) held for one hour were used 

to investigate the thermo-stabilization effect on the mechanical properties performance of F4SKL 

electrospun nanofibres.  

SEM images of thermo-stabilized (TS) F4SKL nanofibres at different heating rates and 

temperatures revealed that the nanofibres maintained their shape and did not fuse even at the 

highest heating rate of 20 °C/min held at 250 °C (Figure 6.3). The resilience against fusing 

suggests that pure F4SKL nanofibres possess a lower thermal activation energy and a higher 

thermal processing rate [165]. Moreover, F4SKL has a higher molecular weight (36,000 g mol-1), 

which results in a higher glass-transition temperature (Tg).  
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Figure 6.3: SEM images of F4SKL thermo-stabilized nanofibres at different heating rates and 

temperatures. 

 

The stress-strain curves of random TS mats under all thermos-stabilization conditions are 

presented in Figure 6.4, and the average fibre diameter and mechanical properties for each 

condition are summarized in Table 6.2. A histogram of tensile strength and Young’s modulus for 

all F4SKL random TS mats indicates that both strength and Young’s modulus increased with the 

heating temperature (Figure 6.5). 

The results showed that 150 °C TS mats had more extensive stress-strain behavior with 

larger plastic deformation regions. In contrast, the 200 °C and 250 °C TS mats showed brittle 
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behavior, exhibiting a very narrow plastic deformation region and breaking shortly after reaching 

the yielding point. The immediate drop in stress after fracture is a clear indication of brittle fibre 

mats; similar behavior has been observed in amorphous nanofibre mats heated above a certain 

temperature [166]. Despite the increased brittleness, the 250 °C TS mats had higher tensile 

strength and Young’s modulus than that of the 200 °C and 150 °C samples. The higher strength 

could be attributed to the formation of intermolecular cross-linking structures in F4SKL TS 

nanofibre at 250 °C. The 250 °C TS sample exhibited low strain at break, indicating that the 

F4SKL became very brittle, behaving like a porous film containing voids that act as stress 

concentrators to initiate crack formation [166,167]. 

The results showed that F4SKL TS nanofibre diameters did not vary under all thermo-

stabilization conditions. As for mechanical properties, the tensile strength and Young’s modulus 

of random TS mats increased steadily with increasing thermo-stabilization temperature (Figure 

6.4 and Table 6.2). At a heating rate of 5 °C/min, the tensile strength and Young’s modulus of 

F4SKL 150 °C random TS mats slightly increased to 9.40 ± 2.57 MPa and 1.11 ± 0.27 GPa, 

respectively, whereas the tensile strength and Young’s modulus of F4SKL 200 °C random TS 

mats further increased to 18.70 ± 2.58 MPa and 1.39 ± 0.19 GPa, respectively. Compared to as-

spun random nanofibre mats, the 250 °C TS samples increased in tensile strength and Young’s 

modulus from 5.65 ± 0.61 MPa and 0.58 ± 0.02 GPa, to 25.54 ± 2.68 MPa and 1.35 ± 0.19 GPa, 

respectively. As for the effect of heating rate, the mechanical properties of F4SKL random TS 

mats increased at the same final temperature with an increase of heating rate from 0.5 to 5 

°C/min. The mechanical properties of F4SKL random TS mats did not increase, however, and 

even declined when the heating rate was increased from 5 °C/min to 20 °C/min.   
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To summarize, the heating rate and the final thermo-stabilization temperature were both 

correlated with the mechanical properties of F4SKL nanofibre mats. Compared to as-spun 

nanofibre mats, the mechanical properties of random TS mats demonstrated a four-fold increase 

after being thermo-stabilized with a 5 °C/min heating rate at 250 °C for one hour.  

 

 

Figure 6.4: Representative stress-strain curves of F4SKL thermo-stabilized nanofibre mats under 

varying heating rates and temperatures. 
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Figure 6.5: Plot of tensile strength and Young’s modulus against thermo-stabilization 

temperature for F4SKL nanofibre mats. 

Table 6.2: Mechanical properties of thermo-stabilized F4SKL random nanofibre mats. 

Sample Tensile Strength 

(MPa) 

Elastic Modulus 

(MPa) 

Elongation 

(%) 

Average Fibre 

Diameter (nm) 

0.5 °C/min 150 °C 8.02 ± 2.65 914.53 ± 193.96 8.72 ± 2.78 594 ± 79 

0.5 °C/min 200 °C 14.63 ± 2.41 1031.12 ± 146.11 1.81 ± 0.26 540 ± 76 

0.5 °C/min 250 °C 18.84 ± 3.88 1073.91 ± 204.21 2.26 ± 0.01 579 ± 73 

5 °C/min 150 °C 9.40 ± 2.57 1111.41 ± 270.94 8.22 ± 3.44 568 ± 67 

5 °C/min 200 °C 18.70 ± 2.58 1347.24 ± 188.28 1.56 ± 0.24 544 ± 87 

5 °C/min 250 °C 25.54 ± 2.68 1387.76 ± 138.45 2.60 ± 0.51 548 ± 79 

20 °C/min 150 °C 6.57 ± 1.82 597.82 ± 143.04 8.10 ± 0.02 591 ± 79 

20 °C/min 200 °C 11.21 ± 1.96 888.65 ± 105.5 1.53 ± 0.22 563 ± 85 

20 °C/min 250 °C 22.09 ± 3.66 1131.4 ± 149.9 2.15 ± 0.40 567 ± 67 
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FT-IR revealed changes in the chemical structure of F4SKL nanofibres under different 

thermo-stabilization temperatures at the same heating rate (5 °C/min). The FT-IR spectrum 

showed characteristic absorption bands of the  at 1267 – 1266 cm−1, 1126 – 1140 cm−1, 1033 – 

1031 cm−1, 856 – 854 cm−1, and 816 – 814 cm−1, which were consistent with softwood lignin 

[168,169] (Figure 6.6). F4SKL samples also demonstrated the absorption band characteristics of 

aromatic structures with the O–H stretching band (3380 – 3365 cm−1), the C–H stretching band 

(2840 – 2940 cm−1), and the aromatic skeleton stretching bands (∼1600, 1152 – 1151 and 1425 – 

1422 cm−1). Table 6.3 gives the complete list of spectral bandwidths assigned to bond structures. 

The FT-IR spectroscopy of F4SKL nanofibres oxidized at 250 °C showed a reduction in 

sharpness for all band peaks compared to the 200 °C and 150 °C samples. At the highest thermo-

stabilization temperature, a strong increase in peak intensity was detected at 1720 – 1750 cm-1, 

corresponding to the non-conjugated C=O stretching, indicating the formation of esters, ketones, 

aldehydes, and carboxyl groups. This can be attributed to the cleaved β-O-4 bond that introduced 

the rearrangement of the F4SKL structure [170]. Additionally, a reduction in absorbance was 

observed in the region from 1000 – 1400 cm−1 in the 250 °C treated TS nanofibres. In this region, 

the bands at 1200 cm-1 and 1033 cm-1 correspond with C–O stretching and deformation of the 

methoxyl group, which indicate that the methoxyl group at the C3 position may be cleaved at 

250 °C. The decreased band peak at 1041 cm-1 corresponds to β-O-4 alkyl ether vibration, 

indicating the cleavage of β-O-4 linkages. Collectively, the evidence suggests a general 

breakdown of the lignin chemical structure at 250 °C. The cleavage of alkyl-aryl ether linkages at 

earlier stages of the thermo-stabilization process could produce the bond formation of ketones, 

phenols, and carboxyl groups, resulting in a series of structural rearrangements and cross-linking 

reactions that transform lignin into a thermo-set polymer [170]. The shift of aromatic out-of-
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plane C–H stretching (780 – 860 cm-1) indicates cross-linking reactions at the C5 position on the 

aromatic structure and changes in aromatic substitutions. Overall, the results showed that 

anhydrides, esters, and aromatic carbon-carbon bonds were formed at 250 °C. 

Elemental analysis showed that the carbon content of the F4SKL nanofibre first increased 

from 73.94% to 75.62% after thermo-stabilization at 150 °C, then gradually decreased to 75.29% 

and 72.96% at 200 °C and 250 °C, respectively. A possible reaction mechanism for the eventual 

loss of carbon at higher temperatures could be due to the hemolytic cleavage and structural 

rearrangement of β-O-4 alkyl-aryl ethers [170]. Braun et al. [42] developed a continuous heating 

transformation diagram, showing that carbon and hydrogen content decreased while oxygen 

content increased when thermo-stabilization temperatures rose up to 200-250 °C, and oxygen 

content decreased at higher treatment temperatures. The present F4SKL nanofibres experimental 

results showed similar trends [42,171]. 
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Figure 6.6: FT-IR of F4SKL nanofibres at different thermo-stabilization temperatures: 150 °C, 200 °C, and 250 °C.
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Table 6.3: FT-IR band assignments for F4SKL nanofibres[170,171].  

Id. Band assignment Peak wavenumber (cm-1) 

1 O-H stretch 3412-3460 

2 C-H stretch in methyl and methylene groups 2842-3000 

3 C=O stretch in un-conjugated ketones, carbonyls and 

ester groups 

1695-1720 

4 Aromatic skeletal vibrations and C=O stretch 1600 

5 Aromatic skeletal vibrations 1505-1515 

6 C-H deformation; asymmetry in –CH3 and –CH2- 1450-1465 

7 Aromatic skeletal vibrations combined with C-H in 

plane deformation 

1430 

8 Aliphatic C-H stretch in CH3 1384 

9 G ring plus C=O stretch 1270 

10 C-C, C-O, C=O stretch 1210-1220 

11 C-O deformation in secondary alcohols and aliphatic 

ethers 

1080 

12 Aromatic C-H in-plane deformation, C-O stretch in 

primary alcohols, un-conjugated C=O stretch 

1030-1035 

13 HC=CH- out-of-plane deformation 966 

14 C-H out-of-plane deformation in position 5 and 6 of G-

units 

822 

15 C-H out-of-plane deformation in position 2 of G-units 855 
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6.2.3 Mechanical Properties of Random Carbon Nanofibre Mats 

6.2.3.1 Tensile Test of Random Carbon Nanofibre Mats 

Previous results showed that thermo-stabilization with a 5 °C/min heating rate at 250 °C for 

one hour can achieve the highest mechanical properties for F4SKL random nanofibre mats. This 

condition was therefore used for thermo-stabilization. The carbonization process was then 

carried out at a 5 °C/min heating rate to 800 °C, 900 °C, and 1000 °C in a tube furnace in nitrogen 

atmosphere for one hour. SEM images of F4SKL CNF morphology showed that the CNF 

maintained the fibre shape and did not fuse (Figure 6.7). The F4SKL CNF average diameter 

decreased with increasing carbonization temperature (Table 6.4). Compared with the F4SKL as-

spun nanofibre, the average fibre diameter of 1000 °C CNF showed 24.64% shrinkage, from 629 

to 474 nm. Elemental analysis showed that the carbon content of the F4SKL CNF increased to 86 

wt% or higher after carbonization at 1000 °C. 

Mechanical properties of the electrospun F4SKL random CNF mats carbonized at 800 °C, 

900 °C, and 1000 °C were characterized (Figure 6.8). The tensile test results indicate that both 

tensile strength and Young’s modulus increased with increasing carbonization temperature. 

Strain at break of the CNF mats occurred around 1% for all conditions. The tensile strength and 

Young’s modulus of 800°C CNF mats were 35.60 ± 4.78 MPa and 5.03 ± 0.45 GPa, respectively, 

whereas the tensile strength and Young’s modulus of 1000 °C random CNF mats increased to 

50.73 ± 7.31 MPa and 6.33 ± 1.23 GPa, respectively. Hence, the tensile strength was improved 

by ∼42 % and Young’s modulus was improved by ∼25 % when raising the carbonization 

temperature from 800 to 1000 °C. The 1000 °C CNF mats had an order of magnitude increase in 

tensile strength compared to the as-spun nanofibre mats (5 to 50 MPa). The mechanical 

properties of 1000 °C CNF mats were higher than those reported in previous research using the 
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same material with larger fibre diameter [155], but lower than those of lignin-PAN CNF mats 

[172] and PAN-based CNF mats [157,173]. 

 

 

Figure 6.7: Scanning electron microscopy images of F4SKL carbon nanofibres carbonized at (a) 

800 °C, (b) 900 °C, and (c) 1000 °C. 

 

 

Figure 6.8: Plot of tensile strength and Young’s modulus vs. carbonization temperature for 

F4SKL carbon nanofibre mats. 
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Table 6.4: Mechanical properties and average fibre diameter of F4SKL carbon nanofibres at 

different carbonization temperatures. 

Temperature 

(°C) 

Tensile Strength 

(MPa) 

Elastic Modulus 

(GPa) 

Strain at Break 

(%) 

Average Fibre 

Diameter 

(nm) 

800 35.60 ± 4.78 5.03 ± 0.45 1.15 ± 0.31 564 ± 56 

900 45.31 ± 3.51 5.80 ± 0.79 1.03 ± 0.42 515 ± 72 

1000 50.73 ± 7.31 6.33 ± 1.23 0.98 ± 0.31 475 ± 81 

 

6.2.3.2 X-Ray Diffraction (X-RD) Analysis of Carbon Nanofibres  

The microstructure of F4SKL CNFs was characterized by X-RD and Raman spectroscopy. 

X-RD patterns and structure parameters of F4SKL nanofibres carbonized at various temperatures 

can be seen in Figure 6.9 and Table 6.5. The carbonized samples had broad peaks around 22° and 

44° that can be attributed to the (002) and (100) crystallographic planes in the disordered carbon 

structures [174–176]. When the carbonization temperature increased from 800 to 1000 °C, the 

peak intensity and sharpness also increased, and the (002) peak position shifted to a higher 2θ 

angle, from 21.30° to 23.04°. The average inter-planar spacing (d(002)) and crystallite size 

parameter (Lc) could be determined according to the Bragg equation and the Scherrer equation 

using the Gaussian distribution adoption [174]. The decrease in average interlayer spacing (d(002)) 

from 0.4166 to 0.3855 nm and the increase in crystallite size (Lc) from 0.9807 to 1.187 nm could 

be attributed to the structural development from disordered carbon to short-range ordered carbon 

structures (Table 6.5). The results indicated that the increase in carbonization temperature led to 

the formation of graphitic crystallites and structural rearrangements that created larger and more 
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ordered structures. Nevertheless, the average interlayer spacing (d(002)) of 1000 °C F4SKL was 

significantly greater than that of pure graphite (0.3354 nm), suggesting a turbostratic carbon 

structure of F4SKL CNF. Similar results have been reported with 1000 °C lignin-based melt-spun 

carbon fibres (d(002) = 0.3878 nm and Lc = 0.900) [177]. Previous research showed that the 

average inter-planar spacing distance reduced with increasing final carbonization temperature, 

and the d(002) of 1500 °C and 2000 °C lignin-based CFs were found to be 0.345 nm and 0.342 nm, 

respectively [177]. Compared with PAN-based CNFs, the graphitic structure of lignin-based CFs 

is comparable to that of the ‘T-300’ Grade PAN-based CNF when carbonized at 2100 °C [177]. 

It is clear from the results that the F4SKL carbonization process is more complicated than that of 

PAN-based CFs, due to the complexity of lignin structures. 

 

 

Figure 6.9: X-ray diffraction patterns of F4SKL carbon nanofibres at different temperatures. 
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Table 6.5: Structural parameters of X-ray diffraction patterns of F4SKL carbon nanofibres.  

Temperature (。C) 2θ(002) (。) d(002) (nm) Lc (nm) 

800 21.3031 0.4166 0.9807 

900 22.2304 0.3994 1.110 

1000 23.0410 0.3855 1.187 

 

6.2.3.3 Raman Spectroscopy Analysis of Carbon Nanofibres 

Raman spectroscopy is an advanced method of investigating micro-structural changes 

during the carbonization process. Typical Raman spectra of carbonaceous materials (Figure 6.10) 

have two separate characteristic bands: the disordered carbon D-band peak (centered at a wave-

number of approximately 1310 cm−1) and the crystalline graphite G-band peak (centered at a 

wave-number of approximately 1580 cm−1). The intensity ratio (ID/IG), peak position change, and 

full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the D-band and the G-band can indicate the structural 

change and the development of ordered graphitic crystallites in the carbonaceous materials [178] 

The FWHM of the D-band is related to the graphitization degree of the carbonaceous material, 

whereas the FWHM of the G-band is related to the degree of ordered carbon structures. The D-

band FWHM decreases as the degree of graphitization increases, and the G-band FWHM 

decreases when the degree of ordered carbon structure increases [179]. 

The results indicated that the ID/IG of F4SKL CNF increased from 1.71 to 1.86 as 

carbonization temperatures increased from 800 to 1000 °C (Table 6.6). In terms of peak position, 

both the D-band and G-band peak positions shifted to higher frequencies with increasing 

carbonization temperature. According to the Raman spectra three-stage model of amorphous and 

disordered carbon formation proposed by Ferrari and Robertson [180,181], the trend of the ID/IG 
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ratio for graphitic/amorphous carbons depends on the degree of graphitization. An amorphization 

trajectory reveals that when an amorphous carbon gradually forms a more ordered graphitic 

structure, it will first increase the ID/IG ratio and the G-band will shift to a higher frequency. 

When it is in the stage of the formation of nano-crystallized graphitic structures, the ID/IG ratio 

then decreases and the G-band peak position shifts to a lower frequency due to the decrease in 

the number of ordered rings [180,181]. Since lignin is an amorphous polymer, it begins from the 

amorphous state during carbonization. As the temperature increases, the amorphous carbon 

becomes more ordered with the formation of nano-crystalline graphitic structure due to the 

nucleation growth and clustering of aromatic rings [180]. The shift towards a higher frequency 

G-band peak of F4SKL CNF is also in agreement with the three-stage model of amorphization 

[180]. The trend towards increased ordering of aromatic rings is supported by the decrease in D-

band FWHM with increasing carbonization temperature. The decrease of D-band FWHM is 

related to the increasing number of six-carbon aromatic rings in F4SKL CNF, whereas the 

increase of the G-band FWHM can be attributed to the increased distribution of non-aromatic 

conjugated sp2 carbon chain structures in F4SKL CNF. Previous research concerning the 

carbonization of wood, cellulose, and organosolv lignin showed similar results [182] and 

indicated that lignin graphitization increased with increasing carbonization temperature [183]. 

These previous studies also concluded, however, that the long-range graphitic ordered structures 

had no preferential orientation along the carbon fibre axis. To utilize F4SKL as a more suitable 

precursor for CNF production, methods to enhance the crystallinity of lignin must be applied to 

the F4SKL precursor. In contrast, PAN is considered to be a semi-crystal polymer and the ID/IG 

ratio of PAN-based CF decreases with increasing temperature in a similar carbonization 

temperature range [173,184–187]. 
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Table 6.6: F4SKL carbon nanofibres peak positions, intensity ratios (ID/IG), and full width at half 

maximum (FWHM) of the D-band and the G-band at different carbonization temperatures. 

Temperature 

(°C) 

D-band 

position 

G-band 

position 

R-value 

(ID/IG) 

FWHM of D 

(WD) 

FWHM of G 

(WG) 

800 1309.54 1582.33 1.71 ± 0.05 235.97 ± 4.88 63.37 ± 3.90 

900 1310.15 1583.52 1.77 ± 0.09 229.45 ± 0.50 65.31 ± 2.56 

1000 1311.86 1583.96 1.86 ± 0.03 210.65 ± 4.38 68.18 ± 1.97 

 

 

Figure 6.10: Typical Raman spectrum of F4SKL carbon nanofibres in the wave number region 

of 900 – 1800 cm-1, and the fitting curve for the D-band (~1310 cm-1) and the G-band (~1580 

cm-1). 
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6.2.4 Mechanical Properties of Aligned Nanofibre Mats 

Due to equipment limitations, methods such as post-drawing to induce high molecular 

orientation in traditional fibres are often not feasible for single nanofibres. Research has shown 

that electrospinning can induce molecule chain orientation of nanofibres during the 

electrospinning process [188], and further stretching of the nanofibres using a high-speed 

rotating collector can significantly increase the molecular orientation and crystallinity of 

nanofibres [189] to improve mechanical properties [190]. Lignin is an amorphous polymer, and 

the structure of which could hinder the alignment of macromolecular chains during 

electrospinning. The stretching of as-spun F4SKL precursor nanofibres can therefore improve 

molecular structural orientation [191]. After the mechanical properties and microstructure 

characterization of random nanofibre mats, aligned nanofibre mats were collected and 

characterized in order to study the effect of fibre alignment on the mechanical properties 

improvement of F4SKL nanofibres. A rotating drum device (NANON) was used during the 

electrospinning process to collect F4SKL aligned nanofibre mats at different numbers of 

revolutions per minute (RPM). The results showed that fibre alignment increased with increasing 

collector RPM from 500 to 2000 RPM, whereas discontinuous and short nanofibres were 

produced at higher rotating speeds. SEM images indicated that F4SKL aligned nanofibres formed 

uniform fibres that maintained their shape and did not fuse before or after thermo-stabilization 

and carbonization (Figure 6.11).  

The average diameter of the as-spun randomly distributed nanofibres was 629 ± 31 nm, 

whereas the average diameters of the 250 °C TS fibres and 1000 °C CNF were 548 ± 79 and 475 

± 81 nm, respectively. In comparison, the as-spun aligned nanofibres had an average diameter of 

499 ± 71 nm, whereas the 250°C TS and the 1000°C CNF had average diameters of 420 ± 60 nm 
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and 368 ± 62 nm respectively. The average diameter of the aligned nanofibres showed a 25% 

reduction compared to that of the randomly distributed nanofibres under the same conditions. 

This can be attributed to the polymer chain stretching of the nanofibre in the rotating drum 

electrospinning process [173]. 

   

 

Figure 6.11: Morphology of F4SKL aligned (a) as-spun and (b) carbon nanofibre. 

 

The degree of alignment of nanofibre mats can be determined using the Angular Power 

Spectrum (APS) based on SEM images. The APS can obtained according to the following 

equation [192]:  

 

    (6-3) 

 

Where P is a two-dimensional Fourier Power Spectrum (FPS) from a SEM image (N*N 
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to N/2 and 0 to 2π, respectively. The intensity of the APS is normalized by the corresponding 

mean intensity of the FPS, and the normalized APS versus θ shows the degree of alignment of 

nanofibre mats. The APS analyses of random and aligned nanofibre mats with corresponding 

SEM images are demonstrated in Figures 6.12 and 6.13, respectively. The results show that 

aligned nanofibre mats have a prominent peak around 90 ± 6 degrees (Figure 6.12), whereas 

random nanofibre mats (Figure 6.13) form broad peaks around 90 ± 30 degrees and 18 degrees. 

In the aligned nanofibre mats, most of the fibres were aligned in the fibre length direction.   

 

 

Figure 6.12: Aligned nanofibre mats and their corresponding Aligned Power Spectra (APS). 
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Figure 6.13:  Random nanofibre mats and their corresponding Aligned Power Spectra (APS). 

 

The tensile strength of F4SKL as-spun random nanofibre mats (5.5 MPa) was lower than 

that of the aligned nanofibre mats (11.1 MPa; Figure 6.14). After carbonization at 1000 ºC, the 

tensile strength of the random nanofibre mat increased by one order of magnitude from 5.5 MPa 

to 50 MPa, whereas that of the aligned nanofibre mats increased six-fold from 11 MPa to 66 

MPa. The Young’s moduli of 1000 ºC random and aligned CNF mats were 6.33 ± 1.23 GPa and 

17.40 ± 0.55 GPa, respectively, and the strains at break of random and aligned CNF mats were 

1.0 ± 0.2 % and 0.8 ± 0.2 %, respectively. In comparison to random CNF mats, the tensile 

strength of aligned CNF mats improved by 32%, whereas the Young’s modulus improved by 

175%. These results demonstrated that the mechanical properties of electrospun nanofibre mats 

can be enhanced by performing a proper fibre alignment. Fibre alignment improves the 

molecular orientation along the fibre axis, resulting in significant increases in nanofibre 

mechanical properties. Applying a tension force during the stabilization and carbonization 
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process of aligned nanofibres may further improve mechanical properties. Development and 

optimization of post-processing on the aligned F4SKL nanofibre mats is the goal of future work. 

 

  
(a)                                                                        (b) 

Figure 6.14: Comparison of the tensile strengths (a) and Young’s moduli (b) of F4SKL random 

and aligned nanofibre mats. 

 

6.3 Concluding Remarks 

The mechanical properties characterization of as-spun, thermo-stabilized, and carbonized 

nanofibre mats indicated that the reduction of fibre diameter, a proper heat treatment process, 

and the fibre alignment could all improve the mechanical properties of F4SKL nanofibre. The 

mechanical properties of thermo-stabilized nanofibre mats were affected by the heating rate and 

the holding temperature. FT-IR showed that F4SKL had β-O-4 linkages cleavage and structure 

rearrangement reactions during 200-250 °C, indicating the cross-linking reaction and the 

structure change during thermo-stabilization process. 
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The mechanical strength of random nanofibre mats increased by an order of magnitude 

from 5 MPa to 50 MPa after carbonization at 1000 °C, whereas the strength of the corresponding 

aligned CNF mats increased from 11 MPa to 66 MPa. X-RD and Raman spectra analysis showed 

that the carbon structure of the 1000 ºC F4SKL CNF begins in the amorphous carbon stage and 

then gradually forms a nano-crystalline graphitic structure. Hence, a higher carbonization 

temperature is necessary to obtain better graphitic structures and improved mechanical 

performance 
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Chapter 7: Single-Walled Carbon Nanotube-Reinforced Lignin Composite 

Nanofibres 

 

7.1 Introduction 

The tensile test results and analysis showed that the mechanical properties of F4SKL CNF 

need to be further improved. One method to enhance the mechanical properties of electrospun 

nanofibres is to add strong reinforcing materials into the electrospinning polymer solution to 

form composite nanofibres. Carbon nanotubes (CNT) are one of the promising fillers that can 

provide reinforcement for electrospun nanofibres, as evidenced in previous research indicating 

that the mechanical properties of nanofibres could be increased by adding CNTs [112–114]. 

CNT have also been found to increase the crystallinity of the polymer matrix by acting as 

nucleating agents. The graphitic structure and crystal orientation of CNF showed significant 

improvement, especially at lower carbonization temperatures [193]. However, increasing the 

amount of CNT could cause the formation of agglomerates and a non-uniform distribution of 

CNT in the nanofibres [113–115]. To avoid these issues, emulsion electrospinning was used in 

this research to prepare composite nanofibres [111]. Single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNT) 

were added into the F4SKL solution to fabricate SWNT/F4SKL composite nanofibres where 

SWNT was embedded inside as the core and F4SKL as the shell.  

Core-shell composite nanofibres were prepared using a water-in-oil emulsion 

electrospinning system in which the aqueous phase consisted of SWNT in suspension and the oil 

phase made use of the F4SKL solution. The resulting morphology and mechanical properties of 

as-spun and carbon nanofibres were characterized. Tensile tests were conducted at the nanofibre 
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mat level and compared with the existing micromechanics model to assess the reinforcement 

effect on the mechanical properties of F4SKL nanofibres. The changes in carbon structure with 

and without SWNT were analyzed by Raman spectra. Electrochemical performance tests were 

also conducted on the CNF mats to investigate potential applications as carbon electrodes for 

supercapacitors, and the results will be discussed in Chapter 9.  

 

7.2 Results and Discussion 

7.2.1 Morphology and Mechanical Properties of SWNT/F4SKL Composite Nanofibres 

SWNT-reinforced F4SKL composite nanofibres were fabricated using an emulsion 

electrospinning technique by introducing a SWNT aqueous solution into a 25 wt% F4SKL 

solution. 0.5 wt% and 1 wt% SWNT on weight of F4SKL were used, and the solution preparation 

was as described in Section 4.4. Figure 7.1 shows typical SEM images of 1 wt% SWNT/F4SKL 

as-spun (a), 250 ºC thermo-stabilized (b), and 1000 ºC (c) carbon nanofibres. These SEM images 

show that continuous and uniform SWNT/F4SKL composite nanofibres can be obtained via 

emulsion electrospinning while maintaining the fibre shape after carbonization at 1000 ºC. The 

nanofibre diameter decreased from 900 to 500 nm after carbonization at 1000 ºC. The TEM 

image shows that these SWNT/F4SKL nanofibres have the core-shell structure with the SWNT 

embedded inside the core and the F4SKL matrix as the shell (Figure 7.1d).  
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Figure 7.1: Scanning electron microscopy images of SWNT/F4SKL (a) as-spun, (b) thermo-

stabilized, and (c) carbon nanofibres as well as (d) a transmission electron microscopy image of 

the core-shell structure of the SWNT/F4SKL nanofibre. 

 

A cross-sectional TEM image of an SWNT/F4SKL composite CNF indicates that it has a 

core-shell structure (Figure 7.2 (a)). TEM images also reveal the amorphous carbon nature of 

F4SKL CNF. As shown in Figures 7.2 (b) and 7.2 (c), SWNT/F4SKL CNF exhibits short-range 

parallel stacking of thin graphitic layers with an interlayer spacing of 0.33 nm around the SWNT. 

a b 

c d 
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These results suggest that SWNT can act as nucleation sites for the formation of ordered carbon 

structures.   

 

(a)                                                                        (b) 

  

(c)                                                                        (d) 

Figure 7.2: Transmission electron microscopy images of SWNT/F4SKL carbon nanofibre, 

showing (a) a cross-section of nanofibre, (b) a single-walled nanotube, (c) a graphitic layer, and 

(d) the interlayer spacing. 

0.33 nm 
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After the SWNT/F4SKL composite nanofibres were collected, mechanical property tests 

were performed on the as-spun and 1000 ºC CNF random nanofibre mats to evaluate the 

reinforcement effect of SWNT. The average tensile stress-strain curves of the SWNT/F4SKL as-

spun random nanofibre mats are shown in Figure 7.3, and mechanical property test results are 

summarized in Table 7.1. These results showed that the mechanical properties of random 

nanofibre mats increased with increasing amount of SWNT. The tensile strength of F4SKL 

random as-spun nanofibre mats showed a 25% increase from 5.65 to 7.18 MPa, whereas the 

Young’s modulus showed a 28% increase from 0.58 to 0.76 GPa with the addition of 1 wt% 

SWNT. Similarly to the pure F4SKL as-spun random nanofibre mats, the tensile test results for 

SWNT/F4SKL as-spun random nanofibre mats exhibited an extended deformation through 

multiple necking of the nanofibre mats before fracture.  

The average tensile stress-strain curves of the SWNT/F4SKL random CNF mats are shown 

in Figure 7.4, and the testing results are detailed in Table 7.2. It was found that the tensile 

strength of CNF mats increased with the increase of SWNT content. The average stress-strain 

curve and tensile strength of 1 wt% SWNT/F4SKL random CNF mats were similar to those of 

0.5 wt% SWNT/F4SKL random CNF mats, whereas the 0.5 wt% SWNT/F4SKL random CNF 

mats exhibited a lower tensile modulus. Compared to the pure F4SKL random CNF mats, the 1 

wt% SWNT/F4SKL random CNF mats showed a 50% increase in tensile strength and an 82% 

increase in Young’s modulus.  
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Figure 7.3: Average stress-strain curves of F4SKL and SWNT/F4SKL random as-spun nanofibre 

mats incorporating different concentrations of single-walled carbon nanotubes. 

 

Table 7.1: Mechanical properties of F4SKL as-spun random nanofibre mats incorporating 

different concentrations of single-walled carbon nanotubes. 

Sample 

Tensile 

Strength 

(MPa) 

Young’s Modulus 

(MPa) 

Strain at 

Break (%) 

Average 

Diameter (nm) 

F4SKL  5.65 ± 0.61 579.11 ± 16.98 1.85 ± 0.81 629 ± 31 

0.5% SWNT/F4SKL  5.99 ± 1.24 589.68 ± 199.16 2.26 ± 0.53 734 ± 76 

1% SWNT/F4SKL  6.61 ± 1.05 733.11 ± 124.55 2.02 ± 0.32 746 ± 75 
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Figure 7.4: Average stress–strain curves of F4SKL and SWNT/F4SKL random carbon nanofibre 

mats incorporating different concentrations of single-walled carbon nanotubes. 

 

Table 7.2: Mechanical properties of F4SKL random carbon nanofibre mats incorporating 

different concentrations of single-walled carbon nanotubes. 

Sample 

Tensile 

Strength 

(MPa) 

Young’s Modulus 

(GPa) 

Strain at 

Break (%) 

Average 

Diameter (nm) 

F4SKL 50.73 ± 7.31 6.33 ± 1.23 0.98 ± 0.31 475 ± 81 

0.5% SWNT/F4SKL 66.04 ± 12.08 10.46 ± 1.48 0.89 ± 0.38 546 ± 76 

1% SWNT/F4SKL 75.61 ± 8.51 11.58 ± 1.11 0.94 ± 0.40 525 ± 71 
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In this study, SWNT/F4SKL random CNF mats exhibited brittle failure, and 1 wt% 

SWNT/F4SKL random CNF mats had the highest mechanical properties. This can be attributed 

to the stress transfer effect of SWNT enhancing the mechanical properties of the F4SKL CNF 

matrix. During the tensile testing process, the applied force can cause strain hardening of the 

nanofibre. SWNT oriented in the loading direction can strengthen the fibre matrix until it reaches 

its weakest point with highest stress concentration before the fracture occurs. Previous results 

have shown that if CNTs were dispersed uniformly into the matrix without obvious 

agglomerations, the mechanical properties of CNT-reinforced composite nanofibres can be 

improved. Higher CNT contents may reduce the mechanical properties of composite nanofibres, 

however, due to the poor CNTs dispersion [157]. The optimum SWNT content in F4SKL 

nanofibres needs to be further investigated. 

The SWNT/F4SKL aligned CNF mats were also fabricated and collected using the rotating 

drum method described in Section 4.3, after which the samples were tensile-tested. Figure 7.5 

illustrates the mechanical properties comparison of random and aligned CNF mats at various 

levels of SWNT content, and the average tensile stress-strain curves of the SWNT/F4SKL 

aligned CNF mats are shown in Figure 7.6. It can be seen that fibre alignment further improves 

the mechanical properties of composite nanofibre mats. An approximately 30% increase in 

tensile strength and a 100% increase in Young’s modulus were observed in the aligned 

composite nanofibre mats compared to the random nanofibre mats, indicating the reinforcement 

effect by fibre alignment. The influence of SWNT content on the random and aligned nanofibre 

assemblies is similar.  
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(a)                                                                        (b) 

Figure 7.5: Comparison of the tensile strength (a) and Young’s modulus (b) of F4SKL and 

SWNT/F4SKL random and aligned carbon nanofibre mats. 

 

 

Figure 7.6: Average stress-strain curves of F4SKL and SWNT/F4SKL aligned carbon nanofibre 

mats incorporating different concentrations of single-walled carbon nanotubes. 
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The results showed similar trends in the mechanical property reinforcement as those found 

in previous research. Baker [13] investigated the mechanical property enhancement of CNTs by 

adding MWNT into different types of lignin precursors and then melt-spinning them into fibre. 

The results showed that 15 wt% MWNT enhanced the mechanical properties of lignin-based 

melt-spun fibres, and the resulting CF exhibited a 20% increase in tensile strength and a 50% 

increase in modulus.  

Several factors such as interfacial bonding between the SWNTs and the F4SKL matrix can 

also affect the mechanical reinforcement provided by SWNT. Furthermore, these fibres were 

tested without any post-treatment. Post-processing methods such as mechanical drawing would 

further align the F4SKL molecules and the SWNTs within the fibres as well. This drawing effect 

has been observed in micrometer filaments with a significant improvement in tensile properties 

[194]. Following up with the heat treatment of the fibres might generate better interactions 

between SWNT and F4SKL, hence improving the mechanical properties. 

The addition of strong carbon nanomaterials such as CNTs to reinforce the mechanical 

properties of polymer fibres has been studied for decades, and one model for CNT-reinforced 

composites can be express as [121]:  

 

ρ!"# ! = µμ!µμ!ρ!f! + ρ!f!   (7-1)  

 

Where µ1 is the length efficiency factor, µ2 represents the orientation efficiency factor of 

CNT, ρmix denotes the mechanical properties of a composite fibre, and ρr and ρm represent the 

mechanical properties of the reinforcement and the matrix, respectively. For SWNT, µ1 can be 
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set to one because the length and diameter ratio of SWNT is larger than 10, and if the SWNT is 

aligned through the matrix, then µ2 can be set to one [137].  

After the mechanical properties of SWNT/F4SKL composite nanofibres were calculated, 

the Young’s modulus of SWNT/F4SKL random CNF mats (Ec) with the addition of SWNT can 

be calculated using the modified rule of mixture equation and can be expressed as follows [195]: 

 

𝐸! = 𝐸!∅! + 𝐸! 1− ∅! 𝑎
!
     (7-2) 

 

Where E1 is the modulus of SWNT, E2 is the modulus of F4SKL, ∅! is the volume fraction 

of SWNT, a is the coefficient factor of the composite nanofibre, and b is the power coefficient of 

the composite nanofibre.  

The volume fraction of SWNT can be calculated from the following equation: 

 

FVF =    !

!!!!
!!

!
!"!!!

  (7-3) 

 

Where FVF is the SWNT volume fraction, FWF is the SWNT weight fraction, ρF is the 

density of SWNT (0.8 g cm-3), and ρm is the density of F4SKL CNF (1.5 g cm-3). 

For a random nanofibre mat, the coefficient factor a = 3/8, and the power coefficient can 

be obtained using the best-fit method. Figure 7.7 shows the fitting result of the model equation 

and the experimental data, and the boundary condition was set-up from 0.5 wt% of SWNT 

content. It demonstrates that the model equation and the experimental data fits well when the 

SWNT volume fraction is in the 0.5-2% range (a = 3/8 and b = 0.675).  
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Figure 7.7: Model for the Young’s moduli of SWNT/F4SKL random carbon nanofibre mats, 

plotting Young’s modulus against single-walled carbon nanotubes content. 

 

7.2.2 Raman Spectroscopy of SWNT/F4SKL Carbon Nanofibres 

Raman spectroscopy was used to analyze the carbon structural changes that occurred in the 

SWNT/F4SKL composite CNF during the carbonization process. The full width at half 

maximum (FWHM) of both the graphitic band peak (G-band) and the disordered carbon band 

peak (D-band) along with the intensity ratio (ID/IG), were also applied for characterization (Table 

7.3; Figure 7.8 (a) and (b)). The D-band and G-band FWHM line plots are shown in Figure 7.8 (c) 

and (d). It is evident that the intensity ratio ID/IG of 1000 ºC SWNT/F4SKL composite CNF 

decreased with increasing SWNT content, indicating that the incorporation of SWNT could act 

as a nucleation site to induce the transformation of the amorphous carbon to form a more ordered 
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nano-size graphitic crystallite structure. This trend is also similar to that found in previous 

research on CNT/PAN-based electrospun composite CNF [193]. The D-band FWHM decreased 

with increasing SWNT concentration, indicating the ordering of poly-aromatic carbons and the 

breakage of cross-links between aliphatic carbons and small aromatic carbons. SWNT could 

further promote reordering of disordered aromatic rings in the composite CNF. The 

SWNT/F4SKL composite CNF showed a significantly narrower G-band FWHM compared to 

that of pure F4SKL CNF, and the G-band FWHM also decreased and become sharper with 

increasing SWNT concentration. These results suggest that low a SWNT content can enhance the 

ordering of carbon crystallites during the carbonization process [193]. 

 

Table 7.3: SWNT/F4SKL carbon nanofibres peak positions, intensity ratios (ID/IG), and the full-

width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the D-band and G-band in relation to different single-walled 

carbon nanotube (SWNT) contents. 

CNF 
D-band 

position 

G-band 

position 

R-value 

(ID/IG) 

FWHM of D 

(WD) 

FWHM of G 

(WG) 

F4SKL 1311.86 1583.96 1.86 ± 0.03 228.65 ± 1.56 68.18 ± 0.91 

0.5% SWNT/F4SKL 1310.56 1581.13 1.65 ± 0.08 210.22 ± 5.62 62.05 ± 1.20 

1% SWNT/F4SKL 1308.81 1582.78 1.42 ± 0.02 190.86 ± 6.68 49.42 ± 3.51 
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(a)                                                                        (b) 

   

(c)                                                                        (d) 

Figure 7.8: Typical Raman Spectrum of SWNT/F4SKL carbon nanofibres (a), as well as the 

intensity ratio (b), and the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the D-band (c) and G-band (d) 

as a function of single-walled nanotube (SWNT) concentration (wt%). 
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7.3 Concluding Remarks 

In this study, SWNT/F4SKL composite nanofibres were fabricated using the emulsion 

electrospinning process, and the nanofibre morphology and mechanical properties were 

examined. SEM and TEM images showed that SWNT/F4SKL composite nanofibres have the 

core-shell structure, with SWNT embedded as the core and the F4SKL matrix as the shell. The 

SWNT/F4SKL composite nanofibres maintained their shape after carbonization at 1000 ºC, and 

TEM images revealed that SWNT/F4SKL CNFs exhibit short-ranged parallel stacking of small 

graphitic layers around the SWNT. Raman spectroscopy of 1000 ºC SWNT/F4SKL composite 

CNFs showed that the intensity ratio (ID/IG), D-band FWHM, and G-band FWHM decreased 

with increasing SWNT concentration. These results also support the conclusion from the TEM 

images that the incorporation of SWNT could provide the nucleation site to form a more ordered 

nano-crystallite graphitic structure. Tensile tests were performed on F4SKL, 0.5 wt% 

SWNT/F4SKL, and 1 wt% SWNT/F4SKL random and aligned CNF mats to evaluate the 

reinforcing effect of SWNT on mechanical properties. The tensile strength and Young’s modulus 

increased consistently as the concentration of SWNT increased to 1 wt%. By adding 1 wt% of 

SWNT, the tensile strength and Young’s modulus of CNF mats were increased by 50%. Fibre 

alignment can further enhance the mechanical properties by providing a 30% increase in tensile 

strength and a 100% increase in Young’s modulus. The Young’s modulus of SWNT/F4SKL 

random CNF mats also fitted well with the modified rule of mixture model. These results suggest 

that the presence of SWNT can improve the mechanical properties of F4SKL nanofibres. With 

appropriate post-processing, SWNT/F4SKL composite nanofibres are expected to have higher 

mechanical properties.  
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Chapter 8: Mechanical Properties from Single Nanofibres to Fibre Assemblies  

 

8.1 Introduction 

A fundamental understanding of the estimation and prediction of the mechanical properties 

of F4SKL electrospun single nanofibres in relation to various nanofibre assemblies is important 

for designing devices for structural and functional applications. Furthermore, the mechanical 

properties of single nanofibres must be studied in greater detail to achieve further mechanical 

properties improvements of. Previous research has been conducted on the mechanical behaviour 

of electrospun nanofibre assemblies [122,161,196–199], yet there remains a lack of data 

concerning the contribution of individual nanofibres to the mechanical properties of nanofibre 

mats or yarns. In this study, single nanofibre tensile tests were performed to characterize the 

mechanical properties of F4SKL electrospun nanofibres, and the results were analyzed using a 

Weibull distribution. The translation of mechanical properties from single nanofibres to random 

and aligned nanofibre mats was investigated by correlating single nanofibre tensile test results 

with nanofibre mat tensile test results. Various models were applied to validate and predict the 

mechanical properties translation from single nanofibres to different nanofibre assemblies. The 

results are critical for validation and modification of the electrospun F4SKL nanofibres and of 

other assemblies for potential commercial products  
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8.2 Theoretical Analysis 

Classical and early studies concerning the mechanical properties of fibres and fibre 

assemblies including fibre mats and yarns were focussed on investigating the statistical Weibull 

distribution of individual fibres based on the weakest link model [125–127]. Daniels [127] 

developed the model to investigate the relationship between the statistical strength of an aligned 

fibre bundle and its constituent fibres, and the results showed that the fibre strength tends to have 

a normal distribution. In addition, the results of several important mathematical studies on 

breaking kinetics have been reported based on a statistical theory of mechanical breakdown in 

time-dependent systems, in which the strength of classical fibres was found to be independent of 

the rate of loading [200–202]. For a parallel fibre twisted yarn, Daniels’ model was modified by 

directly applying the twisting angle effects of yarns [127]. 

 

8.2.1 Weibull Distribution for Single Nanofibres 

A single F4SKL nanofibre can be considered as a polymer chain with several different 

types of linkages. According to the weakest link theory or size effect on failure, if a fibre is 

gradually stretched, it breaks at its weakest cross-section [203]. For Weibull-type fibres, the 

cumulative distribution function of tensile strength provides the probability that fibres break 

before the strength reaches the value of σ. A two-parameter Weibull distribution can be 

expressed as follows [125]: 

F! σ = 1− exp − !
!!

σ
η

β
      (8-1) 
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Where σ is the fibre tensile strength, η is the scale parameter, and β is the shape factor for 

a given fibre gauge length (l0). The shape factor β shows the strength distribution of fibres, with 

a higher value of β indicating higher fibre strength uniformity. This probability is a continuous 

function of l and σ, and the expected mean value of the fibre strength (σ!) with length l can be 

calculated as [204]:  

 

σ! = η
!
!!

!! β Γ 1+ !
β

    (8-2) 

 

Where Γ is the gamma function, and the coefficient of variation of σ! is: 

 

C.V.=
Γ !!!β
Γ! !!!β

− 1
!

 (8-3) 

 

8.2.2 Tensile Strength of Aligned Nanofibre Mats and Twisted Nanofibre Yarns 

The tensile strength of an aligned nanofibre mat has a normal distribution [127] and is also 

related to the scale parameter (η) and shape factor (β). The expected mean strength (σ!) of the 

aligned nanofibre mat is:  

 

σ! = η
!
!!
β

!! β exp − !
β

   (8-4) 
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The tensile strength of a twisted nanofibre yarn has a normal distribution as well [127]. 

Previous research has shown that several parameters can influence the tensile properties of a 

yarn. The scale parameter (η) and the shape factor (β) are two important factors, as previously 

described for the strengths of single nanofibres and aligned nanofibre mats. The other factor that 

could be considered is the critical fibre length (lc) of the yarn, and the expected mean value of 

yarn strength σ! is [205]: 

 

σ! = KαK!V!η l!β
!! βexp − !

β
   (8-5) 

 

Where Kα is the orientation efficiency factor due to the fibre obliquity and Kl is the fibre 

length efficiency factor, which is related to the fibre aspect ratio. Kα depends on the twist angle at 

the yarn surface (α) and the Poisson’s ratio (VLT) of the yarn, and can be defined as follows 

[206]: 

 

Kα =
!α !!!!" ! !!!!" !"# !α

!α
   (8-6) 

 

Cox showed that the value of length efficiency factor Kl can approach unity if the fibre 

length or fibre aspect ratio is large [121]. Another factor that must be taken into consideration is 

the fragmentation phenomenon. Fragmentation phenomenon in a yarn is a process in which the 

constituent fibres continuously break during increasing yarn elongation before the rupture of the 

yarn, and those fibres are again involved in the build up of the yarn’s strength. For composites, 

critical fibre length (lc) can be obtained according to the following equation [207]: 
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l! =
!!σ!
µ!

  (8-7) 

 

Where rf is the fibre diameter, σf is the fibre tensile strength, g is the shear strength (the 

local lateral pressure) and µ is the friction coefficient between fibres.  

The mean lateral pressure on the fibres in the yarn can be calculated as [205]: 

 

g = !
!µ
E!  ϵ!Kα  (8-8) 

 

Where Ef is the Young’s modulus of the fibre, ϵ!  is the yarn strain, and n is the yarn 

cohesion factor that indicates how yarn fibres grip and can be calculated according to the twist 

angle at the yarn surface [205]. 

For a twisted yarn, l!  can be calculated as [206]: 

 

l! =
!!!σ!

!!!!!!α
  (8-9) 

 

To calculate the surface angle of a twisted yarn, the following equation can be used [208]: 

 

α = arctan 10!!τ !"π
ρ!!!

!
!

   (8-10) 
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Where α is twist angle at the yarn surface, τ is the twist factor (tex1/2. twist per cm), ρ! is 

fibre specific density, and Vf is fibre-volume fraction (ρbundle/ρpolymer). The yarn strain can be 

obtained according to the following equation [208]: 

 

ϵ! = ϵ! cos! α− V!" sin! α   (8-11) 

 

8.3 Mechanical Properties of Single F4SKL Nanofibres 

F4SKL single nanofibres were collected during the electrospinning process. After the 

nanofibre diameters were measured under a laser confocal microscope, samples were mounted 

on the Agilent UTM T150 system to conduct mechanical properties testing. As-spun nanofibres 

(ANF), 250 ºC thermo-stabilized nanofibres (TNF), and 1000 ºC carbon nanofibres (CNF) were 

tested, as described in Section 4.6.6.2. Representative laser confocal images of a single nanofibre 

are presented in Figure 8.1. Engineering stress-strain curves from uni-axial tensile tests for 

representative single nanofibres are shown in Figure 8.2, and detailed testing results are listed in 

Table 8.1. The calculation of the Young’s modulus for the F4SKL single nanofibre was 

performed in the linear region of the stress-strain curve for all samples so that only the elastic 

deformation was included. 
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Figure 8.1: Representative laser confocal microscope images of F4SKL single (a) as-spun and (b) 

carbon nanofibres. 

 

 

 

Figure 8.2:  Representative stress-strain curves of single F4SKL nanofibres. 

a b 

5µm 

 

5µm 
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Table 8.1: Mechanical properties and the average fibre diameter of F4SKL nanofibres. 

Sample 
Tensile Strength 

(MPa) 

Young’s 

Modulus (GPa) 

Strain at Break 

(%) 

Average 

Diameter (nm) 

As-Spun  37.47 ± 10.76 2.43 ± 0.89 1.85 ± 0.41 885 ± 105 

Thermostabilized  103.65 ± 16.74 7.12 ± 1.55 6.92 ± 2.80 714 ± 75 

Carbon  309.35 ± 39.18 33.83 ± 7.98 1.01 ± 0.32 646 ± 71 

 

The results of single nanofibre mechanical properties tests showed that the average tensile 

strength and Young’s modulus of F4SKL ANF were 37.47 ± 10.76 MPa and 2.43 ± 0.89 GPa, 

respectively. The fibre diameters of testing samples ranged from 700 to 990 nm, and the 

mechanical properties were found to vary with the fibre diameter. Both tensile strength and 

Young’s modulus tended to increase with decreasing fibre diameter, whereas the strain at break 

decreased with decreasing fibre diameter. These results are in agreement with previous studies 

reporting that smaller-diameter electrospun fibres exhibited higher strength and stiffness 

[73,75,98]. 

Extensive research has investigated the influence of nanofibre diameter on the mechanical 

properties of electrospun nanofibres, and most studies have shown that the Young’s modulus of 

the nanofibre increases with decreasing nanofibre diameter, and it increases significantly when 

the nanofibre is smaller than a critical nanofibre diameter [61,82,98,100]. One of the main 

reasons for this is the confinement effects that force the polymer chains to align along the fibre 

axis during the electrospinning process. As a result, improvements in the polymer chain 

orientation were also observed in electrospun nanofibres with smaller fibre diameters [209]. For 
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semi-crystalline or amorphous polymers, the increase in Young’s modulus can be attributed to 

the orientation of amorphous regions smaller than the nanofibre diameter [101]. 

Previous research on the mechanical properties investigation of lignin materials with 

different characterization methods, including nano-indentation and quantum mechanical 

molecular determination, showed that the Young’s moduli of lignin are in the range of 1.8 to 6.7 

GPa [197–204]. These values are in good agreement with the tensile test results of F4SKL as-

spun single nanofibres (Table 8.2). The test results showed that the F4SKL ANF has similar 

mechanical properties to those of its bulk materials. There are some methods that can improve 

the mechanical properties of the F4SKL ANF. Post-processing such as drawing can prevent chain 

relaxation after the polymer chain orientation. An annealing process is another option to enhance 

the mechanical properties of electrospun nanofibres which can bring about more than a two-fold 

increase in tensile strength and modulus [162].  

 

Table 8.2: Young’s Modulus of lignin obtained from different characterization methods. 

Method Type Modulus (GPa) Reference 

Nano-indentation 
Middle lamella 

(native lignin) 
3.1-6.7 [213,215] 

Quantum chemical determination 
β-O-4 model 

compound 
2.3-4.7 [214] 

Molecular mechanics calculation 
Lignin model 

compound 
6.2 [212] 

Single nanofire tensile test SKL 2.4 [216] 
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After thermo-stabilization at 250 ºC, both the tensile strength and Young’s modulus of 

F4SKL single TNF experienced a two- to three-fold increase, to 103.65 ± 16.74 MPa and 7.12 ± 

1.55 GPa, respectively. After carbonization at 1000 ºC, the tensile strength and Young’s modulus 

of F4SKL single CNF experienced a one order of magnitude increase, to 309.35 ± 39.18 MPa 

and 33.83 ± 7.98 GPa, respectively. ANF and CNF showed brittle stress-strain behavior with 

small strain at break (1.6% and 1.0%, respectively), whereas TNF exhibited a larger strain at 

break (6.9%). The tensile testing results of F4SKL single CNF demonstrated higher mechanical 

properties than that of previous research on the thermal spinning of softwood acetic acid lignin 

CF (~147 MPa tensile strength and ~20 GPa Young’s modulus) [217], and are comparable to 

those of melt-spun softwood kraft lignin CF from the LignoBoost process (~300 MPa tensile 

strength and 30 GPa modulus) [218]. Because the F4SKL precursor nanofibre did not have 

tension applied to it during the heat treatment process, the F4SKL single CNF can be considered 

similar to the isotropic fibres. The Young’s modulus of the F4SKL single CNF varies within the 

range of 25-40 GPa, which is near the value of isotropic pitch CF (33 GPa) [219]. However, the 

strength of F4SKL single CNF is lower than that of isotropic pitch-based CFs (700-800 MPa) 

[219]. For most F4SKL single CNFs, the strain at failure is 0.7-1.2%, which is also in the range 

of typical commercial CFs [219,220]. The Young’s modulus scatter range was larger in F4SKL 

single CNF than it is in the electrospun PAN-based single CNF at the same carbonization 

temperature [61], indicating a lower uniformity of the modulus distribution in F4SKL-based CNF.  

The tensile strength of F4SKL single CNF is inferior to that of commercial PAN-based 

CFs (3-7 GPa). The applied tension force in the heat treatment process is critical for stretching 

the fibre precursor molecular chain and for achieving high mechanical properties after 

carbonization. The additional stretching of the lignin precursor during the heat treatment process 
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may increase the properties of the CNFs, and close the gap between the properties of commercial 

and lignin-based CFs. Final carbonization temperature is another factor that could significantly 

affect the mechanical properties of F4SKL single CNF. The carbonization and graphitization 

temperatures for commercial CF usually range from 1000 to 2500 ºC. In this temperature range, 

the higher-strength and higher-stiffness CF with a more ordered crystal structure can be obtained. 

Baker et al. demonstrated that the SKL melt-spun CF could form more ordered crystal structures 

after carbonization above 1400 ºC; therefore, F4SKL CNF can be expected to have better 

mechanical properties with increasing final carbonization temperature [13].  

The PeakForce quantitative nano-mechanical (PeakForce QNM) mapping test method was 

applied to characterize the Young’s modulus of the F4SKL single CNF and to validate the F4SKL 

single CNF tensile test results. The relative modulus of QNM scanning indicated that the average 

Young’s modulus of F4SKL CNF in the scanning area (300 nm × 300 nm) was 21.76 GPa, and 

the maximum value could reach 45.40 GPa. The test results from the PeakForce QNM mapping 

were consistent and in agreement with the F4SKL single CNF tensile test results.  

The surface morphology (Figure 8.3(a)) and the cross-sectional microstructure (Figure 

8.3(b)) of 1000 ºC F4SKL single CNF were further examined via field emission scanning 

electron microscopy. The surface morphology displayed some imperfections and flaws, which 

could be caused by the release of volatiles on the fibre surface during the carbonization process. 

As mentioned previously, the type, size, and distribution of defects could affect the overall fibre 

strength distribution. Previous research suggested that carbonization heating rates have a major 

effect on the surface structure of lignin-based CFs [13,42,171]. A slow heating rate during 

carbonization could result in poor structural development of the lignin-based CF because of the 

formation of H2O and CO2 gases, whereas relatively rapid heating rates (3-5 ºC/min) can lead to 
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better carbon fibre surface structures [13]. The fractured cross-sectional micrographs 

demonstrated the structural heterogeneity of the F4SKL CNF, as the F4SKL CNF formed a 

random granular-like structure in the core (Figure 8.3b). The Young’s modulus of CF is related 

to the crystallinity and orientation of the carbon chain along the fibre axis, whereas the strength 

of CF is affected by its defects and crystalline morphologies [218]. For commercial CF, the 

Young’s modulus increases monotonically with increasing carbonization temperature due to the 

development of a larger and better-aligned graphitic structure, whereas the tensile strength can be 

improved by removing the flaws and defects from CF. Tensile failure begins from disorienting 

crystals under a localized shear force where the crystallites are weakest in shear on basal planes. 

A higher carbonization temperature is necessary for F4SKL CNF to achieve a more 

homogeneous structure.  

 

        

                                       (a)                                                                  (b)          

Figure 8.3: Field emission scanning electron microscope images of (a) the surface morphology 

and (b) a fractured cross-section of 1000 ºC F4SKL carbon nanofibres. 

300 nm 300 nm 
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8.4 Elastic Modulus Estimation of F4SKL Nanofibres via Statistical Modeling  

 

8.4.1 F4SKL As-spun Single Nanofibres to Nanofibre Assemblies 

After mechanical properties characterization of F4SKL single nanofibres, these results 

were applied to different models for further examination and validation of the mechanical 

properties translation from the single nanofibre level to different nanofibre assembly levels. 

Representative stress-strain curves of F4SKL as-spun single nanofibres, random nanofibre mats, 

and aligned nanofibre mats are presented in Figure 8.4. These curves indicate that the failures of 

the single F4SKL nanofibre and aligned nanofibre mats are brittle and occur simultaneously at 

the ultimate tensile strength, whereas random nanofibre mats exhibit a ductile stress-strain 

behavior due to the stress transfer capability of nanofibres in the mats [221]. The mechanical 

properties of as-spun single nanofibres were five to eight times higher than those of random 

nanofibre mats, which are also consistent with the non-woven fabric mechanical properties 

transition theories and models developed in previous research [60,77–80,82]. Although the 

tensile strength of aligned nanofibre mats is expected to equal or be near to that of the single 

nanofibres, the strength and extension dispersion of single nanofibres in the aligned nanofibre 

mats cause the strength of aligned nanofibre mats to obey the normal distribution [127]. 
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Figure 8.4: Representative stress-strain curves of F4SKL single as-spun nanofibres (ANF), 

random nanofibre mats, and aligned nanofibre mats. 

 

The Weibull distribution of the failure probability of the F4SKL as-spun single nanofibre 

strength is shown in Figure 8.5. The Pearson’s chi-squared test with df = 3 gives χ2 = 1.835 and a 

p-value = 0.607, which shows that the model is significant at the level of α = 0.05. Considering 

l/l0 = 1 and using maximum likelihood estimation, the scale parameter (η) for the value of 

strength with a failure probability of 63% and the shape factor (β) obtained from the slope of the 

best-fit line of the Weibull distribution are η = 41.48 MPa and β = 3.65, respectively. The results 

indicate that the F4SKL nanofibre has a more uniform stress distribution than that of wood (β = 

0.9) or tunicate nanofibrils (β = 1) [222]. Using Equations 8-2 and 8-3, the expected mean 

nanofibre strength (  σ! ) and its coefficient of variance (CV%) were 37.40 MPa and 30.47%, 

respectively. These values are in good agreement with the experimental strength (37.47 ± 10.76 
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MPa) and CV% (28.72 %), respectively. The average fibre diameter of F4SKL single nanofibres 

was 885 ± 105 nm. Additionally, the Young’s modulus and strain at break of F4SKL single 

nanofibres were 2.43 ± 0.89 GPa and 1.85 ± 0.41%, respectively.  

 

 

Figure 8.5: Weibull probability of failure distribution in relation to the strength of F4SKL single 

as-spun nanofibres.  

 

The length-dependent Weibull function also shows that the expected strength of the F4SKL 

as-spun nanofibre increases with decreasing nanofibre length (Figure 8.6). It also demonstrates 

that with a nanofibre length lower than 300 nm, the F4SKL as-spun nanofibre strength 

significantly increases. The estimated mean strength of F4SKL aligned nanofibre mats is 

calculated to be 12.50 MPa using Equation 6-4, and this value shows reasonable agreement with 

the experimental mean tensile strength of aligned nanofibre mats (14.21 ± 0.66 MPa).  
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The strength of a twisted nanofibre yarn depends on several parameters including the 

F4SKL nanofibre specific density (1.35 g cm-3 [159]) and volume fraction (Vf = 0.9 [223]). 

Parameters such as Kα, fibre critical length (lc), and yarn cohesion factor (n) also depend on the 

yarn surface helix angle (α) obtained via Equation 8-6 and 8-9. Among these, lc is the key 

parameter affecting the yarn strength. The estimated yarn strength can be calculated using 

Equation 8-5 by assuming a constant yarn Poisson’s ratio of VLT = 0.5 when the twist factor is 

changed from 30 to 125. When the lateral pressure is low, the fragmentation phenomenon does 

not occur completely. With the increase of the lateral pressure, the fragmentation phenomenon 

becomes more prominent, and lc decreases due to the increase in yarn strain (Figure 8.7). The 

decrease in l! has a major effect on the increase of yarn strength. The estimated yarn strength can 

increase to 189.55 MPa when l! decreases to 213.95 nm (Figure 8.8). The results are comparable 

to the strength of the PAN-based nanofibre twisted yarn, which ranged from 50 to 350 MPa 

[224,225]. The high ratio of  σ!/σ! obtained for the F4SKL nanofibre yarn in this study can be 

attributed to the high values of nanofibre aspect ratio, fibre specific volume, and twist value of 

nanofibre yarns. These factors lead to higher lateral pressure in the yarn, and the effect of fibre 

interaction, especially for brittle fibres such as lignin, leads to a smaller value of lc than 

conventional fibres [226]. These results indicate that the strength of a nanofibre yarn can be 

greater than that of its constituent fibres. 
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Figure 8.6: Relationship between the expected strength and fibre length of F4SKL single 

nanofibres. 

 

 

Figure 8.7: Relationship between fibre critical length and yarn strain during the yarn 

fragmentation process. 
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Figure 8.8: Yarn strength as a function of fibre critical length. 

 

8.4.2 Strength and Weibull Distribution of F4SKL Carbon Nanofibres 

The mechanical properties of F4SKL single CNF were also analyzed by the two-parameter 

Weibull distribution. The probability of failure was calculated according to Equation 8-1 and 

plotted in Figure 8.9. The experimental data were then approximated, and Weibull parameters 

were obtained through Equation 8-2 and 8-3 as the reference length (l0) was set to 5 mm for all 

analyses.  
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Figure 8.9: Weibull probability of failure distribution in relation to the strength of F4SKL single 

carbon nanofibres. 

 

The diameter of the F4SKL single CNF samples measured by the confocal microscope 

ranged from 500 to 900 nm, and the tensile strength of the F4SKL single CNF followed the 

theory of brittle materials that the smaller the fibre diameter, the higher the strength. The strength 

of the F4SKL single CNF increased from 280 MPa to 400 MPa when the CNF diameter was 

reduced from 919 to 556 mm.  

Once the parameters of the Weibull distribution have been determined, the strength 

distribution of the nanofibre can be predicted. The strength prediction of the F4SKL single CNF 

was performed using the Weibull parameters obtained from the F4SKL single CNF tensile test. 

The expected average strength (σ!) of the F4SKL single CNF (361 MPa) is close to, but slightly 
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higher than that of the experimental data (309.35 ± 39.18 MPa). The result indicates that the 

experimental strength distribution fits the Weibull distribution fairly well.  

The value of the shape factor reflects the flaw distribution of the material. A high value of 

shape factor could be obtained from a material with a homogeneous flaw distribution, whereas a 

low shape factor indicates an uneven flaw distribution in the material with a much more 

significant scatter of strength values observed. The test results showed that the F4SKL single 

CNF has a lower shape factor value (4.9) than that found for the electrospun PAN-based single 

CNF in previous research, which means that the strength uniformity of the F4SKL single CNF is 

more scattered than that of the PAN-based single CNF (5.9 – 6.4) [61]. Nevertheless, the 

Weibull modulus value obtained from the F4SKL single CNF is within the interval found for 

commercial CFs (4 to 10) [227,228]. 

 

8.5 Concluding Remarks 

In this chapter, tensile tests were conducted on F4SKL single nanofibres and their 

mechanical properties were systematically characterized by employing the two-parameter 

Weibull statistical distribution. The average tensile strength and Young’s modulus of the F4SKL 

as-spun single nanofibres were 37.47 MPa and 2.43 GPa, respectively. The mechanical 

properties increased by one order of magnitude after carbonization at 1000 °C. The strength of 

the F4SKL single CNF (∼300 MPa) is lower than that of commercial CF, whereas the Young’s 

modulus of the tested F4SKL single CNF (∼30 GPa) is comparable to values reported for 

isotropic CFs. The strain at failure of the single CNF ranged between 0.7 and 1.2%, which is also 

similar to that of commercial CFs. The surface structure of the 1000 °C F4SKL CNF displayed 

imperfections and flaws on the cross-section. Together, these results suggest that the post-
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processing and a higher carbonization temperature are necessary for manufacturing F4SKL CNF 

with higher mechanical properties. 

For F4SKL nanofibres, the experimental results and the predictions based on Weibull 

statistics fitted well. The two important mechanical indices of scale parameters and shape factors 

were obtained and further used to estimate the single F4SKL nanofibres strength. These 

parameters were also used to estimate the strength of aligned nanofibre mats and the twisted yarn 

by applying different models. The shape factor value obtained for F4SKL indicates that the 

individual fibres have higher strength dispersion and brittle behavior at rupture. These findings 

were verified by direct observation of individual nanofibre stress-strain curves and the CV% 

calculation of the nanofibre strength in practice. The estimated strength values of single 

nanofibres and aligned nanofibre mats were in good agreement with experimental results. At low 

twist level, when the fibre critical length is on the same order as the gauge length, the yarn 

strength is approximately one-half the strength of its constituent fibres. As a fibre’s critical 

length decreases to 0.05 l0, the yarn strength increases from one-half to three-quarters of the 

strength of its constituent fibres. This observation is in agreement with classical yarn behavior 

during the fracturing process. With increasing yarn strain, the fibre critical length can reach a 

minimum value of the nano-scale size, and the yarn strength increases rapidly. These results 

indicate that a fibre critical length with a nano-scale size value will significantly reinforce and 

enhance the mechanical properties of nanofibrous assemblies, leading to a stronger yarn. To 

verify the validity of the estimated strength of F4SKL nanofibre yarn and to consider any 

necessary correction factors, the yarn strength must be measured in practice for future work.  
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Chapter 9: Lignin-Based Carbon Nanofibre Electrodes for Supercapacitors 

 

9.1 Introduction 

Supercapacitors (SC) have advantages of the high power density, rapid charge/discharge 

rates, and a long cycle life among energy storage devices. The electrode materials of SC can be 

made from carbonaceous materials, including activated porous carbons, carbon aerogels, 

graphene sheets, CNTs, and CNFs [133,136,140–142,229–235]. Electrospun lignin-based CNF 

mats are promising candidates as electrode materials because unlike the aforementioned 

materials, there is no need to add binding agents, which could reduce the overall performance, to 

create mechanically flexible and free-standing electrodes for SC [144]. In this chapter, a 

prototype symmetric SC unit cell was constructed using F4SKL and SWNT/F4SKL CNF mats as 

electrodes, and the electrochemical performance properties of the SC were assessed  

 

9.2 Results and Discussion 

9.2.1 Electrical Conductivity 

Electrical conductivity is one of the key performance parameters for a high-performance 

SC electrode material, as it governs the rate of charge transportation. In this study, the electrical 

conductivity was characterized via the two-point probe method and the results showed that the 

electrical conductivity of F4SKL CNF mats increased with increasing SWNT content (Figure 

9.1). F4SKL CNF mats had an electrical conductivity of 5.31 ± 0.42 S cm-1, whereas 1% 

SWNT/F4SKL composite CNF mats had an electrical conductivity of 27.82 ± 1.97 S cm-1. The 

electrical conductivity achieved by 1% SWNT/F4SKL CNF mats was higher than that of PAN-

based CNF mats (9.60 S cm-1), PAN/cellulose acetate-based CNF mats (8.20 S cm-1), and 
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phenolic resin-based (5.29 S cm-1) CNF mats [155,236,237]. It is worth noting that the electrical 

conductivity of a CNF mat cannot be directly interpreted as the electrical conductivity of the 

individual CNF in the mat because the electrical conductivity of a CNF mat is determined not 

only based on the conductivity of individual nanofibres in the mat, but also based on the 

interactions among the nanofibres. 

 

 

Figure 9.1: Electrical conductivity of three different carbon nanofibre (CNF) mats. 

 

9.2.2 Cyclic Voltammetry Test 

The electrochemical performance of the CNF mats was investigated via the cyclic 

voltammetry (CV) test. The CV test is usually a measurement of the electrode capacity. A 

continuous current with a fixed scan rate is applied to reach a given upper limit of voltage, and 

then the voltage returns to the lower limit to complete a cycle. By integrating the area under the 
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CV curve and dividing by the voltage and the sample mass (m), the specific capacitance (Cc-v,  F 

g-1) and energy density (E) of the SC cell can be obtained using the following equations:    

 

C!!! =
!!! !"

!  ∆!  
  (9-1) 

 

E = !!!!  !  !!

!
  (9-2) 

 

Where ΔV is the potential range (0.8 V)  

The CV curve of an ideal SC has a rectangular shape in the sweeping voltage range. In 

practice, most CV curves show a quasi-rectangular shape due to the internal resistance of the 

sample or other effects. The results showed that all samples had a quasi-rectangular CV curve 

(Figure 9.2). The 1% SWNT/F4SKL CNF mat exhibited a better quasi-rectangular shape than 

that of the pure F4SKL CNF mat. It also exhibited the largest loop area, which indicates the 

highest gravimetric capacitance. 
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Figure 9.2: Cyclic voltammograms of different carbon nanofibre mat samples at a 30 mV s-1 

scan rate. 

 

The increase of the voltage sweep rate did not affect the shape of the CV curves (Figure 

9.3). The specific capacitances of all samples were found to decrease with increasing scan rate 

(Table 9.1 and Figure 9.4) due to the shorter ion migration time allowed at a faster scan rate 

[238]. The highest specific capacitance was 162 F g-1 for the 1% SWNT/F4SKL CNF mat, which 

is higher than that of the lignin-PVA CNF (67 F g−1) [144] and the lignin-based mesoporous 

carbon (102.3 F g−1) [133], but lower than that of the activated lignin-based CNF (344 F g−1) 

[154]. The energy densities of F4SKL and 1% SWNT/F4SKL at 50 mV s-1 were 4.61 Wh kg-1 

and 10.48 Wh kg-1, respectively, showing comparable or higher energy density than 

commercialized carbon materials (3-5 Wh kg-1) [239]. These results indicate that lignin-based 

CNF mats can serve as electrode materials in SCs. 
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Table 9.1: Gravimetric capacitance (F g-1) of carbon nanofibre mats calculated from cyclic 

voltammetry curves at four different scanning rates. 

Sample 5 mV s-1 10 mV s-1 30 mV s-1 50 mV s-1 

F4SKL 83 78 67 52 

0.5% SWNT/F4SKL 123 119 90 76 

1% SWNT/F4SKL 162 160 155 131 

 

 

 

Figure 9.3: Cyclic voltammograms of the 1% SWNT/F4SKL carbon nanofibre mat at different 

scan rates in 6 M KOH aqueous electrolyte at room temperature. 
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Figure 9.4:  Specific capacitance as a function of the scan rate. 

 

9.2.3 Galvanostatic Charge/Discharge Test 

The galvanostatic charge/discharge method was conducted to perform further analysis of 

the electrochemical performance of F4SKL and 1% SWNT/F4SKL CNF mats. In this test, SC 

samples were charged with a constant current until they reached the target voltage (0.8 V). Once 

the target voltage was attained, the current was discharged to 0 V, and then another cycle was 

repeated. During the switch in current direction, the curve typically showed a vertical drop (IR 

drop) in voltage, which was related to the internal resistance or equivalent series resistance (ESR) 

of the SC. A linear triangle shape with a small discharge IR drop is desired for an ideal SC. In 

this test, three different current densities (400, 1000, and 2000 mA g-1) were applied to the CNF 

samples, and the charge/discharge curves of the 1% SWNT/F4SKL CNF mats under different 

current densities are represented in Figure 9.5. The results showed that at higher current density, 
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the charge/discharge triangles became much more linear, indicating better and more promising 

reversible SC behaviors.  

 

 

Figure 9.5: Galvanostatic charge/discharge curves of 1% SWNT/SKL carbon nanofibre mats at 

current densities of 2000, 1000, and 400 mA g-1. 

 

Specific capacitance (Ci-v) can also calculated from the discharge curve via Equation 9-3 

 

C!!! =
!×!!×!"

!"  
    (9-3) 

 

Where dV/dt can be obtained from the slope of the discharge curve. 

The specific capacitance of F4SKL and 1% SWNT/F4SKL CNF mats were 86 and 175 F g-

1, respectively. These values were in agreement with the specific capacitance values derived 
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from the CV curves. As the current density rose from 400 to 1000 to 2000 mA g-1, the IR drop of 

the initial onset point of the charging curve increased for both F4SKL CNF and 1% 

SWNT/F4SKL CNF mats. The relatively linear increase in the drop voltage suggests that the 

RESR of the mats remained constant, indicating that the high current density did not change the 

structure or chemistry of the mats. The RESR were estimated following Equation 9-4: 

 

 

R!"# =
∆!!"!#!$%

!!
  (9-4) 

 

Where ΔVinitial is the initial potential drop from the galvanostatic discharge curve, and Im is 

the discharge current normalized by the mass of an single electrode.  

The RESR of F4SKL and 1% SWNT/F4SKL CNF at 2000 mA g-1 were 28.9 and 11.3 Ω, 

respectively. The lower resistance of the 1% SWNT/F4SKL CNF mat was consistent with the 

better rectangular shape of its CV curve. Based on these RESR from the discharge curves, the 

power densities for F4SKL and 1% SWNT/F4SKL CNF cells at 1000 mA g−1 were calculated to 

be 2.22 and 10.09 kW kg−1, respectively, using the following equation: 

 

P = !!  
!  ×!!"#×!

 (9-5) 
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9.2.4 Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy 

A sinusoidal AC current was applied to the SC, and the corresponding voltage was 

measured via EIS. The frequency-dependent impedance (Zw) can be calculated from the 

following equation: 

 

𝑍! =
!!
!!

  (9.6) 

 

Where Ew and Iw are frequency-dependant voltage and current, and Zw is the Warburg 

impedance associated with 1-D linear semi-infinite diffusion of electrolytes to the flat electrode 

planes. Zw can be separated into a low-frequency real impedance (Z’) related to the series 

resistance behavior of the system and a high-frequency imaginary impedance (Z’’) related to the 

capacitive behavior of the system [240]. A Nyquist plot can be obtained by drawing the 

imaginary impedance as a function of the real impedance. 

The lignin-based SC produced a semicircular Nyquist plot in the high-frequency range 

with a linear tail in the low-frequency range (Figure 9.6). Randle’s model was used to calculate 

the Rct, namely the charge-transfer resistance from electrolytes moving through the electrodes 

during kinetically controlled electrochemical reactions. The x-intercept of the Nyquist curve 

represents the RESR of the SC, and the semi-circle diameter represents the Rct. A smaller semi-

circle indicates higher ion migration rates, and a vertical line in the low-frequency part shows 

better ion accessibility in the SC. The RESR of F4SKL and 1% SWNT/F4SKL CNF were 0.89 and 

0.66 Ω, respectively, and the plain F4SKL CNF had a larger semi-circle than did the composite 

fibre mat. Although the RESR of both samples were similarly located in the narrow range of 0.6-
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0.9 Ω, the Rct for the 1% SWNT/F4SKL CNF electrode was much smaller than that of the pure F-

4SKL CNF SC. The knee frequencies of 1% SWNT/F4SKL CNF mats were also considerably 

higher than those of F4SKL CNF mats, suggesting increasing ion diffusion ability to the carbon 

planes. Overall, these observations suggest a decreased resistivity in composite SWNT/F4SKL 

CNF mats compared to that of F4SKL CNF mats. 

 

 

Figure 9.6: Nyquist plots based on electrical impedance spectroscopy analysis of SKL and 1% 

SWNT/SKL carbon nanofibre mats. 

 

9.2.5 Cycling Durability and Stability Test 

Cycling durability and stability are important parameters affecting the lifespan of electrode 

materials and the SCs. After 1000 charge/discharge cycles at a constant exposure to high current 

density (2000 mA g-1), the gravimetric capacitance of the 1% SWNT/F4SKL CNF electrode was 
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reduced by only about 5% (Figure 9.7), indicating that the electrode was electrochemically stable 

and durable. The slight decrease in capacitance with the increase of cycle numbers could be due 

to the loss of a small amount of electrode materials, which is a common phenomenon with 

carbonaceous materials [126,130,138] 

 

 

Figure 9.7: Cyclic stability of 1% SWNT/SKL carbon nanofibre mats after 1000 cycles in 6 M 

KOH. 

 

9.3 Concluding Remarks 

The electrochemical performance characterization presented in this chapter suggests that 

lignin-based CNFs are suitable candidates as the electrode material in SCs. The relatively high 

specific capacitance and good electrochemical performance of lignin-based CNF mats could be 

attributed to the complex nanofibre network in CNF mats that shortens the transport pathway of 
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electrons. Moreover, the nano-size crystalline domains surrounded by a continuous disordered 

carbon matrix can enhance the electrochemical performance because amorphous regions enable 

electron transportation throughout the fibre structures and provide access to charge storage sites 

within the nano-scale graphitic domains [217]. The energy density and power density plot shows 

that the F4SKL-based CNF mats are promising to meet the requirements for commercial products 

(Figure 9.8). Overall, these results indicate that the F4SKL-based CNF mats possess the potential 

to serve as electrode materials for the SC and energy storage devices applications.  

 

 

 

Figure 9.8: Ragone plot of the power density against energy density for various energy storage 

devices. 
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Chapter 10: Conclusions and Future Work 

 

10.1 Conclusion 

This research explored the feasibility of developing value-added products from lignin in 

nanofibre form for structural composites and functional applications. Specifically, fractionated 

softwood Kraft lignin (SKL) was used as the precursor to fabricate nanofibres by using the 

electrospinning process and then converting into carbon nanofibres (CNF). Subsequently, the 

mechanical properties of the SKL nanofibres for structural applications at the nanofibre mats 

level and the single nanofibre level were characterized. Moreover, several different processing 

methods to hierarchically improve the mechanical properties of SKL CNF, including the 

reduction of fibre diameter, the heat treatment process, the increase of fibre alignment, and the 

incorporation of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNT) were harnessed. Furthermore, the 

statistical Weibull distribution was applied to analyze the strength distribution of SKL single 

nanofibres and the scale parameter and shape factor obtained from Weibull analysis were applied 

to different models to validate and predict the mechanical properties translation from a single 

nanofibre to various nanofibre assemblies. Finally, the electrochemical performance of SKL 

CNF for functional applications at the nanofibre mats level was characterized.  

The findings of this research can be summarized as follows: 

A systematic study on the optimization of SKL nanofibre diameter in the electrospinning 

process was successfully conducted. A quadratic model equation to establish the relationship 

between fibre diameter with the solution concentration and spinneret needle diameter was 

constructed by using the response surface methodology. It was found that the random as-spun 

nanofibre mats comprising smaller fibres demonstrated higher mechanical properties compared 
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to larger fibres. The results indicated mechanical property can be improved by reducing the fibre 

diameter.     

The influence of the heat treatment process on the mechanical properties of SKL 

nanofibres was investigated. It was identified that both heating rate and final heating temperature 

of the thermo-stabilization process can affect the chemical structure and mechanical properties of 

the resulting SKL nanofibre. The mechanical properties of SKL random nanofibre mats gained 

an order of magnitude increase after carbonization at 1000 ºC. Aligned nanofibre mats were 

successfully fabricated by using the rotating drum method, and the fibre alignment can improve 

the tensile strength and Young’s modulus by ~30% and ~100%, respectively. 

This research also demonstrated that the SWNT/SKL core-shelled composite nanofibres 

can be successfully fabricated using the emulsion electrospinning process by embedding the 

SWNT as the core and the SKL matrix as the shell. The tensile test results showed that the 

mechanical properties of SWNT/SKL nanofibre mats increased as the amount of SWNT 

increased. TEM images and Raman spectra revealed that the incorporation of SWNT could act as 

the nucleation site to form more ordered nano-crystallite graphitic structures. These results 

indicate that mechanical properties are reinforced by SWNT 

This research further characterized the mechanical properties of SKL single nanofibres. 

The results showed that the tensile strength of the SKL single CNF could reach up to 300 MPa, 

which is higher than previous research of softwood melt-spun carbon fibre [217]. A statistical 

Weibull distribution was utilized to analyze the strength uniformity of the SKL single nanofibres, 

and the scale parameter and shape factor obtained from the Weibull analysis were applied to 

different models to validate and predict the mechanical properties translation from single 
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nanofibres to various nanofibre assemblies. The estimated strength of single nanofibres and 

aligned nanofibre mats were in good agreement with experimental results. 

A prototype SC was constructed as an illustration for functional applications by using 

SKL-based CNF mats as binder-free electrodes. The electrochemical performance of the SC cell 

demonstrated a relatively good specific capacitance, a low equivalent series resistance, and an 

outstanding cycling stability. The energy density and power density calculated from the results 

shows that the SKL-based CNF mats are promising candidates as the electrode materials to meet 

the requirement for commercial products. The collective results indicated that the SKL-based 

CNF mats can be used as carbon electrode materials for the SC and other energy storage devices.  

In summary, this research demonstrated the potential of lignin-based CNF for advanced 

applications. For structural applications, this research harnessed different processing methods to 

hierarchically improve the mechanical properties of the SKL CNF and also investigated the 

effect of molecular order and fibre orientation on the tensile stress-strain behavior of the SKL 

CNF. It demonstrated that the mechanical properties of SKL CNF can be improved by the 

reduction of nanofibre diameter, by proper heat treatment processes, by the increase of the fibre 

alignment, and by the incorporation with SWNT. This research also investigated the intrinsic 

properties of SKL nanofibres and systematically analyzed the mechanical properties translation 

between SKL single nanofibres and their fibre assemblies by using the statistical Weibull 

distribution. For functional applications, this research also demonstrated the feasibility of SKL-

based CNF as binder-free electrodes for supercapacitors. 

This research sheds light to our understanding of the mechanism of the mechanical 

properties improvement of SKL CNF, and to identify determining factors that can be used to 

enhance its mechanical performance. Moreover, the electrochemical performance of SKL-based 
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CNF mats demonstrates that they are promising candidates as electrode materials for the SC and 

other energy storage devices for functional applications. 

 

10.2 Future work 

This study investigated the mechanical properties and electrochemical properties of SKL-

based CNF for structural and functional applications. On the other hand, there still has room for 

further research related to the area discussed herein. Some suggestions for future research are 

provided here: 

The mechanical properties of the SKL nanofibre and CNF can be improved by applying 

post-processing methods such as mechanical drawing. Hence, the implementation and 

optimization of suitable post-processing methods for SKL nanofibres need to be further 

investigated.  

Microstructure characterization in this study suggested that the carbon structure of the 

1000 ºC SKL CNF was in the amorphous carbon stage to the formation of the nano-crystalline 

graphitic structure stage. Higher carbonization temperature is necessary for manufacturing SKL 

CNF with more ordered carbon structure and higher mechanical properties. The optimized 

carbonization temperature and the carbon structure changes during higher carbonization 

temperature need to be explored for future work. 

The highly complex and heterogeneous chemical structure of lignin is one of the main 

challenges to improve the mechanical properties of the lignin-based CF. The structure 

modification of lignin precursor and the investigation of structural-mechanical properties of 

lignin nanofibres at the molecular level with advanced equipments such as the AFM-IR, it could 

help to realize the potential of lignin-based CNF for structural application in the future.  
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SWNT/SKL composite nanofibres with core-shell structure were successfully fabricated 

by employing emulsion electrospinning method in this study, and the mechanical properties 

increased with the increasing amount of SWNT. For future work, SKL with optimized SWNT 

contents needs to be further investigated. The interfacial bonding between the SWNT and SKL 

matrix can affect the mechanical properties reinforcement of SWNT and it needs further study. 

The failure mechanism is also important for the strengthening and toughening of the fibre. It also 

needs to be examined to elucidate the mechanism for the stress transfer and to provide guidance 

for further improvement of the translation of the SWNT properties to the SKL CNF. 

The mechanical properties of the SKL single nanofibres were analyzed by employing a 

two-parameter Weibull statistical distribution. The scale parameter and shape factor were also 

utilized to estimate the aligned nanofibre mats and the twisted yarn strength by applying different 

models. The estimated single nanofibre and aligned nanofibre mat strengths were in good 

agreement with experimental results. To verify the validity of the estimated SKL nanofibre yarn 

strength and to consider any correction factors if needed, the SKL nanofibre yarns need to be 

fabricated and the yarn strength needs to be measured in practice for future work. 

The electrochemical properties characterized on the SKL-based SC cell suggested that it is 

a promising candidate for electrode materials to meet the energy density and power density 

requirements for commercial SC. In the future, the integrated design for scaling up the 

manufacturing of SC will be established. Other treatment processes such as activation that can 

further increase the surface area of CNF can also be applied to enhance the overall performance 

of CNF electrodes. The flexibility of CNF can also be improved by the incorporation of SKL 

CNF with other materials. Flexible electrodes are suitable for wearable electronics, which can 

further expand the applications of SKL CNF. 
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